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ISDTA ORGANIZATION
ISDTA MISSION STATEMENT

The Iowa State Dance/Drill Team Association advocates for the sport of dance, drill team, and color
guard.

VISION

As a valued leader in the sport of dance, we cultivate student growth and achievement through the art
and athleticism of dance.

CORE VALUES

Promoting integrity
Providing credibility
Focusing on students first
Demonstrating and encouraging sportsmanship
Fostering leadership
Promoting the art and athleticism of dance
Providing dance education and training
Providing coach support and continuing education
Offering students opportunities beyond dance
Honoring our tradition of excellence

IOWA STATE DRILL TEAM ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP

In order for an individual or a team to compete in either the Outstanding Iowa Dancer/Color Guard
Competition or the Iowa State Dance Team Championships, your school must become a current
member of ISDTA for the current school year. Only one membership required per school. (A school
wanting to become a member of ISDTA must first be a current member of the Unified School Activities
Association.)
New coaches, please contact help@isdta.net for your school’s username and password.
Dues are $75.00 and can be paid online at www.isdta.net. All membership and registrations are due by
October 1. If you have not paid by credit card online, make payment payable to ISDTA and mail to: Julie
Rastetter, ISDTA Treasurer, Box 666, Guttenberg, IA 52052.

PROFESSIONALISM

It is the expectation that all directors in the state of Iowa will exemplify a state of professionalism when
it comes to the choreography and music selection of their state contest routines. All routines at state
team contest must be original and not copied. If an appeal is made from a director that a majority of a
routine has been copied from another team or copied from a previous competition, camp or national
routine, and can be proven, that team will receive 0 points for choreography.
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CODE OF EXPECTED CONDUCT

Most of us in the audience today have put time, energy, love and our financial support into making
our team’s trip to the ISDTA State Competition a reality. It is evident that we care, we’re here. But
being here isn’t enough for the students who will perform for us today. We must be a good audience,
supportive and appreciative of each and every team.
Each team here today has its own story to tell. Some come from urban areas, some come from rural
areas, large schools, small schools. Some have overcome odds just to send a team to the state contest,
some have experienced set-backs, while others are experiencing their most positive team year to date.
In today’s society, statistics assure us that some of the students performing today are undoubtedly
dealing with their own personal issues--at home, at school, with friends, with family. But today is a
chance for them to shine. Every student out there today has made the choice to be involved, to perform,
to compete, to be proud of their performance.
During the competition today we’ll hear shouts of “good luck” before every performance... and often
time cheering is coming from the team section as well. The team’s support for each other show they
share a love of drill team and an appreciation to feel the same fellowship for the members and boosters
of teams other than our own, but shouldn’t we all strive to achieve this? We must remember that every
team on the floor is “somebody’s team”, the reason they are here. It may be the folks sitting next to or
behind us. We need to be considerate during all the performances.
Every night on the evening news we hear about the bad things young people are doing---hurting each
other, hurting themselves. It’s about time we recognized the young people accomplishing positive
things. Every student here today is a “winner in life”. Of the millions of high school aged young people
in our nation, before you today are hundreds who have chosen to pursue excellence...to do the right
thing. Isn’t it the least we can do as an audience to do the right thing as well and recognize each and
every team with our applause and support?
Each director understands and agrees as a condition of participation in any ISDTA event that he/she
shall be responsible for keeping his/her conduct and that of each student participant under his/her
direction in line with the ISDTA Code of Expected Conduct. The ISDTA Board of Directors reserves the
right, as a condition of ISDTA participation and with complete immunity, to notify the superiors of such
director of any reported violation or attempted violation of the ISDTA Code of Expected Conduct if such
report involves either a director or an event participant under the direction of such director.
The ISDTA social community must be aligned with our mission statement and values. To accomplish
this, all interactions between ISDTA board members, members, dancers, and our communities must
be a positive representation of the ISDTA. All in the spirit of dance/drill team, we are committed to
providing and facilitating a social community centered on respectful conversation, sportsmanship and
encouraging interactions.
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ISDTA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers:
President: Stacie Horton 		
Vice-President: Connie Smith

Secretary: Linda Thilges
Treasurer: Julie Rastetter

Board of Directors:
District 1 Representative: Liz LeFevre (Clear Lake)-expires 2024
District 1 Alternate: Sarah Freeburg (Pocahontas Area)
District 2 Representative: Jori Wade-Booth (Waverly-Shell Rock)-expires 2024
District 2 Alternate: Marianne Peterson (Southeast Polk)
District 3 Representative: Kristin Gansz (Manson-NW Webster)-expires 2025
District 3 Alternate: Tori Stille (Storm Lake St. Mary’s and Buena Vista University)
District 4 Representative: Rachael Wurr (Pella)-expires 2025
District 4 Alternate: Connie Smith (East Sac County)
District 5 Representative: Heather Boes (Kuemper Catholic)– expires 2026
District 5 Alternate: Faye Southward (Perry)
District 6 Representative: Alyssa Nolte (Cedar Falls)-expires 2026
District 6 Alternate: Miika Busick (Pleasantville)
At Large Representative: Expires 2025
Cara Doak (Grundy Center)
Executive Director: Andrea Dana
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LIFETIME ADVISORY TEAM

PURPOSE: ISDTA Lifetime Members hold great knowledge, experience and history that is critical for
the continued success of ISDTA to be channeled by way of advisement to the ISDTA Board, Officers and
Executive Director.
WHO: The Lifetime Advisory Team is established for ISDTA Lifetime Achievement Members who
desire to be involved in ISDTA; they can be active coaches or no longer coaching.
INVOLVEMENT: Be active participants in discussion at board meetings, invited to participate at
ISDTA events, connect with and encourage member coaches, and be a part of selecting future Lifetime
Members.
Lifetime Members are eligible to hold officer positions (non-voting positions) and sit on committees.
Invited and encouraged to attend Board Meetings, but not required.

CURRENT MEMBERS OF LIFETIME ADVISORY TEAM:
Gayle Bruene
Kathy Enyart
Stacie Horton
Patty Ellingson
Jill Petersen
Linda Thilges
Julie Rastetter
Ann Sampson
Colleen Wabeke
Sarah Buss
Stephanie Vierkandt
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ISDTA CALENDARS
EVENT CALENDAR
DEADLINE CALENDAR
Coaches, if your team is competing, please use this calendar as a tool
to ensure you have all forms completed.

Link: https://www.isdta.net/pages/resources

ISDTA CALENDAR AND DEADLINES

ISDTA EVENT CALENDAR

2022-2023

ISDTA COACH’S SPEAKER SERIES

April 2, 2022 - Perry Middle School
June 11, 2022 - Waverly-Shell Rock Middle School
August 27-28 (Saturday and Sunday of All-Iowa Auditions)

ALL-IOWA AUDITIONS

August 27-28, 2022 - Berg Middle School, Newton
Contact Kathy Enyart for registration kenyart1951@gmail.com

ISDTA COLLEGE COLOR GUARD COMBINE
TBD

ISDTA COLLEGE DANCE COMBINE

September 25, 2022 - Grand View University, Des Moines

FAMILY WEEK
July 24 - 31, 2022

ISDTA STATE DANCE & COLOR GUARD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
HIGH SCHOOL & COLLEGE TEAM
Wednesday - Friday, November 30, December 1-2, 2022
Wells Fargo Arena & Hy-Vee Hall, Des Moines
HIGH SCHOOL DANCE & COLOR GUARD SOLOS
Wednesday - Friday, November 30, December 1-2, 2022
Hy-Vee Hall, Des Moines
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ISDTA COMPETITION ELIGIBILITY AND REGISTRATION
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ISDTA GENERAL ELIGIBILITY RULES
(Applies to all contests)

In order for an individual or a team to compete in either the Outstanding Iowa Dancer/Color Guard
Competition or the Iowa State Dance Team Championships, your school must become a current
member of ISDTA for the current school year. Only one membership required per school. (A school
wanting to become a member of ISDTA must first be a current member of the Unified School Activities
Association.)
Dues are $75.00 and can be paid online at www.isdta.net. All membership and registrations are due by
October 1. If you have not paid by credit card online, make payment payable to ISDTA and mail to: Julie
Rastetter, ISDTA Treasurer, Box 666, Guttenberg, IA 52052.
In order for an individual to participate at competition, the team member must be currently enrolled
in that high school on the day of competition. (i.e. a student who plans to graduate at mid-term, she/
he can compete in the solo and team competition. Team members must be in high school (Grades 9-12)
and the school must be a current member of ISDTA. Dancers that fall under the category of foreign
exchange students, home-schooled students and similar programs are eligible to be members of the
high school dance team as long as they meet the respective school’s eligibility rules.
Eligibility of a dance team or color guard member will be determined by each individual school’s
administration. ISDTA adopts the Department of Education Eligibility Rule. 36.15(2)
c. All contestants shall be enrolled students of the school in good standing. They shall receive credit
in at least four subjects, each of one period or “hour” or the equivalent thereof, at all times. To qualify
under this rule, a “subject” must meet the requirements of 281—Chapter 12. Coursework taken from a
postsecondary institution and for which a school district or accredited non public school grants academic
credit toward high school graduation shall be used in determining eligibility. No student shall be denied
eligibility if the student’s school program deviates from the traditional two-semester school year.
(1) Each contestant shall be passing all coursework for which credit is given and shall be making
adequate progress toward graduation requirements at the end of each grading period. Grading
period, graduation requirements, and any interim periods of ineligibility are determined by local
policy. For purposes of this sub rule, “grading period” shall mean the period of time at the end
of which a student in grades 9 through 12 receives a final grade and course credit is awarded for
passing grades.
(2) If at the end of any grading period a contestant is given a failing grade in any course for which
credit is awarded, the contestant is ineligible to dress for and compete in the next occurring
inter-scholastic athletic contests and competitions in which the contestant is a contestant for 30
consecutive calendar days.
d. A student with a disability who has an Individualized Education Program (IEP) shall not be denied
eligibility on the basis of scholarship if the student is making adequate progress, as determined by
school officials, towards the goals and objectives on the student’s individualized education program.
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e. A student who meets all other qualifications may be eligible to participate in interscholastic athletics
for a maximum of eight consecutive semesters upon entering the ninth grade for the first time. However,
a student who engages in athletics during the summer following eighth grade is also eligible to compete
during the summer following twelfth grade. Extenuating circumstances, such as health, may be the basis
for an appeal to the executive board which may extend the eligibility of a student when the executive
board finds that the interests of the student and interscholastic athletics will be benefited.
f. All member schools shall provide appropriate interventions and necessary academic supports
for students who fail or who are at risk to fail, and shall report to the department regarding those
interventions on the comprehensive school improvement plan.
g. A student is academically eligible upon entering the ninth grade.
h. A student is not eligible to participate in an interscholastic sport if the student has, in that same sport,
participated in a contest with or against, or trained with, a National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA), National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA), National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA), or other collegiate governing organization’s sanctioned team. A student may not
participate with or against high school graduates if the graduates represent a collegiate institution
or if the event is sanctioned or sponsored by a collegiate institution. Nothing in this sub rule shall
preclude a student from participating in a one-time tryout with or against members of a college team
with permission from the member school’s administration and the respective collegiate institution’s
athletic administration.
i. No student shall be eligible to participate in any given interscholastic sport if the student has engaged
in that sport professionally.
j. The local superintendent of schools, with the approval of the local board of education, may give
permission to a dropout student to participate in athletics upon return to school if the student is
otherwise eligible under these rules.
k. Remediation of a failing grade by way of summer school or other means shall not affect the student’s
ineligibility. All failing grades shall be reported to any school to which the student transfers.

TRANSFER OF STUDENT FOR PARTICIPATION

In order for a student to participate in another’s schools program, the following guidelines must be
followed:
1. School student attends does not offer any dance/drill team or color guard program.
2. Both schools involved must agree on having a student participate in another school’s dance/
drill team program.
3. Both schools, student and parent must agree to all conditions.
4. Administrators from both schools, student and parent must complete the Transfer form.
5. Transfer form(s) must be submitted online at www.isdta.net by October 1. Forms submitted
after that date will not be accepted.
6. Schools involved understand the two schools involved will have a total combined enrollment
(BEDS document) to determine their ISDTA State Classification.
7. There is no waiting period for a dancer who transfers in to an existing program.
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AMERICAN DISABILITY ACT (ADA) PROVISION

In accordance with the Americans with Disability Act, persons who qualify (see definition) may
participate in the State Competition. For example: a person in a wheelchair might be able to perform a
prop, pom, novelty or light routine but not a “dance” routine.
ADA Disability Definition:
That is a person whose disability or injury can’t be accommodated with meds only and interferes with
the activities of daily living. This includes Autism and Downs Syndrome.
This provision does not apply to a temporary injury such as knee surgery, rolled ankle, pulled hamstring,
etc. The permanent disability must fall under the restrictions of ADA. The individual must be a regular
member of the team throughout the year. Submit your request online at www.isdta.net prior to
competition. ISDTA will contact you to accomodate your request.

SOLO COMPETITION ELIGIBILITY
In addition to general eligibility rules, to be a contest in the Solo competition, your school’s team (dance
or color guard) must compete in the State Team Competition, and the contestant in the Solo competition
must be a performing member with the school’s team at the State Team Competition.
Contestants in our new solo exhibition category “Beyond Limits” (dancers with disabilities) need to
be a member of their high school dance or color guard team that is in competition at the State Team;
however, these “Beyond Limits” individuals are not required to perform in the team competition
routines at State.
Email Andrea Dana (andrea@isdta.net) with specific questions of eligibility for a dancer.
All solo winners must compete as a participant with their team at the state competition to retain their
title. Previous title winners may compete again.

TEAM ELIGIBILITY
All general eligibility rules apply.
You cannot add a male dancer to your team unless he is a “regular” member of your team and performs
throughout the season.

COLLEGE ELIGIBILITY
In addition to general eligibility rules, a participant must meet their college’s eligibility requirements
(GPA, minimum credit hours).
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COMPETITION REGISTRATION PROCESS
Registration for both Solo and Team competition are online at www.isdta.net

• New coaches need to contact help@isdta.net to obtain a password reset for your school’s account.
• If you have both a dance team and a color guard team competing, you must create two separate
profiles, one for dance and one for color guard.

STEPS FOR REGISTRATION FOR WWW.ISDTA.NET

1. Update account profile information (please confirm most current contact information - this is
how ISDTA will communicate with you).
2. Take and pass Rules Test.
3. ISDTA Membership (required $75 yearly fee)
4. Solo Registration
5. Team Registration
6. Wristband/Pass Requests
7. Registration Summary
8. Save/Submit Registration (you must SUBMIT to be registered)
9. Invoice (for non-credit card payments, coach must submit to business office)
10. Enter Payment Method (required to compete)
11. Apparel and Commemorative Pin Pre-Order (discounted prices for orders by Sept. 15)
12. Required Forms: Required to compete (reference deadline calendar)
13. Schedules and competition information will be posted online; wristbands and passes will be
handed out the day of competition at the registration table.

All registrations due before midnight on October 1
All accounts must be paid prior to December 1.

A late fee of $50 per month will be issued for all invoices left upaid after December 1.

ACCEPTED FORMS OF PAYMENT

ISDTA accepts credit card, school check, or purchase order.
Send school checks to: Julie Rastetter, ISDTA Treasurer, Box 666, Guttenberg, IA 52052
Your school may issue one check for all fees/payments due.
No refunds will be issued after October 1 registration deadline.
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SOLO REGISTRATION INFORMATION
REGISTRATION FEE
Entry fee is $60 per contestant which includes three judges’ critiques and a video performance. This fee
applies to contestants in competition and Beyond Limits (dancers with disabilities).

NUMBER OF ENTRIES
There is a limit of six entries per school per competition category. Categories are: Color Guard and
Dance. Each individual is limited to one category-an individual may not enter both Dance and Color
Guard in the same year.
Names must be submitted at time of registration. The order of your performers is determined by how
you list them on the registration form.
The contest director will have an alternate listing beyond the six entrants. Those on the alternate list
will be notified of any drops and/or cancellations. Keep in mind there are no guarantees of getting the
alternates in. Solo Alternate positions will be filled up until November 10. Alternate positions will not
be filled the week of or day of the competition. Do not pay for alternates with solo registration.
For Beyond Limits performances (dancers with disabilities), there is a limit of six entries per school.

COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Soloists will perform back-to-back by school, including exhibition performances.
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TEAM REGISTRATION INFORMATION
REGISTRATION FEES
$10.00/participant/routine + $8.00 critiquing fee per routine.
Example for one routine:
		
20 participants X $10.00 fee = $200.00 + $8.00 critiquing fee = Total $208.00
Example for three routines:
		
20 participants X $10.00 fee X 3 routines = $600 + $8.00 critiquing fee x 3 = $24.00
		Total $624.00
$12 fee for alternates/managers (non-performers) allows them to enter with the team all days and stay
with the team on the main arena floor.
No refunds or change of categories after October 1.

NUMBER OF ENTRIES
Only one varsity dance/drill team and one varsity color guard team per school can enter the state team
competition. Junior varsity teams cannot compete.
If a school has a dance/drill team and a color guard and they both enter the state competition, the color
guard is limited to competing only in the color guard category. However, if the dance/drill team does
not register to compete in the state competition, the color guard is able to compete in other categories
(i.e. prop, lights, etc.) as long as that school’s dance/drill team is not competing.
A dance team can enter a maximum of three categories (Pom, Jazz, Lyrical, Contemporary, Prop,
Novelty, Hip Hop, Military, Kick, Lights and Hoopla). In addition to the three categories a school may
also enter Color Guard, All-Male, Coed and Show Production. A school can only enter one team from a
school district in Show Production, All-Male or Coed. Only one team can be represented by a school in
each category.

COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Competition schedule to be determined when all entries are received. Schedule will be posted online at
www.isdta.net.
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TEAM REGISTRATION INFORMATION
NUMBER OF PERFORMERS
A minimum of 6 performers must compete.

(30% RULE)
The 30% Rule does NOT apply to College Competition, Color
Guard, All-Male or Show Production.
A school entering the State Dance Team Competition must register
the maximum number of dancers that could compete in the
divisions entered. The number of dancers and persons dancing
each routine may vary by 30% from the registered number. 70% of
your team must remain consistent from the registered number, but
not less than 6 minimum performers.
Your number of performers must remain at 70% of your original
registration, giving you 30% fluxuation. The 70% is figured from
the registered number of performers (not by the number of dancers
you put on the floor the day of competition).
ISDTA is aware that circumstances beyond your control occur after
the Oct. 1 registration deadline (i.e. ineligibility (due to grades or
behavior), dancer moves out of school district, injuries, etc.) If you
have a situation that drops you below your registered minimum
number of performers, consult with the Executive Director about
your individual circumstance.
Number of alternates or managers are non-performers at state
competition. They will be able to accompany the performing
members and have access to dressing and warm-up area.
1st example: a team has 10 members, and they are entering Jazz,
Pom and Lights. The coach needs to register and pay for 10 in each
category. However, the coach can put 10 in Lights, 8 in Jazz and 7
in Pom. 70% of the team has remained consistent but 30% of the
team numbers has changed.
2nd example: 16 performing team members registered, minimum
number that can perform is 11 (16 X 30%) = 4.8 Round up to 5.)
*This does not mean you can enter a team of 12 in one category and
a completely different team of 12 in another category.

Max. # Registered Minimum
6
6
7
6
8
6
9
6
10
7
11
8
12
8
13
9
14
10
15
10
16
11
17
12
18
13
19
13
20
14
21
15
22
15
23
16
24
17
25
17
26
18
27
19
28
20
29
20
30
21
31
22
32
22
33
23
34
24
35
24
36
25
37
26
38
27
39
27
40
28
Round up .5+
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TEAM REGISTRATION INFORMATION
WRISTBANDS & PASSES
•
•
•

All wristbands and passes must be ordered online during registration September 1-October 1.
Participant, Non-Performer and Coach Wristbands will be at the registration table in Hy-Vee
Hall during the state championships. They are not mailed prior to competition.
Bus Driver, Team Helper and Administrator Wristbands/Passes will be at the Wells Fargo
Arena Northwest Pass Doors during the state championships for pick up.They will not be in
the coaches’ packets picked up at the registration table.

Tan wristbands are for Participants, Coaches, Non-performers (alternates/managers)
and Bus Drivers.
• Register your number of performers without duplicating individuals. Count each performer
one time.
• Prior to competition, the number of registered wristbands will be mailed to the director.
• Wristbands must be worn at all times on the right wrist. They allow entry/re-entry to the
competition, access to the performance floor, and dressing area.
• Judges do not deduct from appearance scores for the wristbands.
Red wristbands are for Team Helpers.
• Team Helpers are for teams entering prop, novelty, lights, hoopla, all-male, coed and color
guard categories only for assistance with props and backdrops. Team Helper wristbands will
not be issued for any other categories.
• Team helper wristbands allow access to props and backdrops: storage, movement on and off
the floor, assembly/disassembly. They may watch the performance from the perimeter of the
floor. Team helpers are not allowed in the dressing areas.
• Teams are allowed six team helper wristbands. If more are needed contact Andrea Dana at
andrea@isdta.net.
• Wristbands must be worn at all times for entry/re-entry to the competition and access to the
performance floor/prop storage areas.
Administrative passes are general admission; there are no complimentary administrative
passes and school activity passes are not accepted.
A maximum of two directors will be allowed complimentary admission and one bus driver.
Additional wristbands and passes for directors, non-performers (alternates/managers), bus drivers,
and administrators must also be ordered during registration. Each additional pass is $15.
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COLLEGE REGISTRATION PROCESS
REGISTRATION FEES
$250 team entry fee per routine.
ISDTA Membership is included in college entry fees. An optional $25 membership fee for access to
NDCA is available.

NUMBER OF ENTRIES
A college can be represented in one, two, or three categories but not duplicated in any category. A
college cannot compete against themselves in a category.
A college team may only enter a category once.
Categories: Pom, Jazz, Hip Hop

ADDITIONAL RECRUITING & MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
Feature your college and dance program in front of 10,000+ spectators at the State Dance Championships.
Additional information will be sent to coaches and will be available during the registration process.
Recruiting and marketing opportunities include:
Recruiting Tables at State Competition
Program Ads
Program ad artwork is due October 15.
Video Promotions (viewed on livestream and in person)

COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Competition schedule to be determined when all entries are received. Schedule will be posted online at
www.isdta.net.
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ISDTA COMPETITION FORMAT & CATEGORIES

2022-2023

SOLO COMPETITION FORMAT

The Outstanding Dancer and Outstanding Color Guard Solo Competitions will be held on the same days
as team competitions.

DIVISIONS OF COMPETITION
Categories of competition represent Color Guard, Dance and Beyond Limits (dancers with disabilities).
Solo Dance Styles not accepted: tap/clogging, pointe, baton.
The number of categories for Color Guard and Dance will be determined based on the number of
registrations received. Classes are determined by the BEDS enrollment figures listed in the handbook.
Depending on what schools enter the competition, the lines (classes) could be different than previous
years. Additionally, we plan to maintain the number of contestants in each class to 60-65.
Class I represents the smaller enrollments in the state and Class XII the larger enrollments, for example.
Floor diagrams can be found in the Competition Information section of the handbook.
Announcement of Division I medal recipients will occur following each solo class. Solo Placement
winners will be announced each night during the large awards ceremony.
Final competition schedule and performance location will be posted online at www.isdta.net
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HIGH SCHOOL TEAM COMPETITION FORMAT

Team competition will be Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday; small school enrollments will be on
Wednesday with our largest school enrollments competing on Friday. Schools need to be prepared for
the possibility of competing on two consecutive days (Example: Wednesday and Thursday).
Competition is held at Wells Fargo Arena and Hy-Vee Hall.

DIVISIONS OF COMPETITION
Pom
Hip Hop
Kick
All-Male

Military
Prop
Lights
Coed

Hoopla		Jazz
Novelty		
Lyrical
Color Guard		
Contemporary
Show Production

COMPETITION STRUCTURE
Division breakdowns are determined by the number of teams entered. There will be a maximum of
12 teams per division. The division breakdowns are based on the Official BEDS document from the
Department of Education which states the enrollment of Iowa High Schools (Grades 10-12) from the
previous school year.
If you competed in a particular classification last year, it may be different this year depending on which
schools enter the category this year and how many schools/teams enter. Classes are determined by
the BEDS document and by the schools who have entered the category which varies from year to year.
Some teams will be scheduled to compete both days depending on your school enrollment and the team
entries per category.
Starting time for team competition could be as early as 7:30 a.m. Awards will be held in person at the
end of each day of competition.
Final competition schedule will be posted online at www.isdta.net.
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COLLEGE COMPETITION FORMAT
Competition is held at Wells Fargo Arena and Hy-Vee Hall.

DIVISIONS OF COMPETITION
Pom
Jazz
Hip Hop

COMPETITION STRUCTURE
NCAA Division I, II, III
NAIA
Junior College/Community College
Awards will be held in person the day of competition upon completion of the last college routine.
Final competition schedule will be posted online at www.isdta.net.
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AWARDS
RATING SCALE

Division I - 100-75 pt. average
Division II - 74-50 pt. average
Division III - 49-25 pt. average

Teams or solo competitors must earn an average score of 75 or above to receive a Division I rating
making them eligible for trophy placement.
Ties will not be broken. Teams or solo competitors with a tied score will share a placing. The rating is
determined by totaling your score sheets and dividing by the number of judges.

SOLO AWARDS

TEAM COMPETITION

There will be no finals. Up to ten placings will be awarded in the Dance Divisions and up to six placings
UPDATES
will be awarded
in the Color Guard Divisions.
Announcement of Division I medal recipients will occur following each solo class. Solo Placement
winners will be announced each night during the large awards ceremony.

er 5 and 6 at Wells Fargo Arena and Hy-Vee Hall, Des Moines

ontinues to be on flash drives

HIGH
SCHOOL
ls and Forms
all digital

AND COLLEGE TEAM AWARDS

placements for high school and college:
# of Schools in
Category

# of Trophy
Placements

1–6

3

7-9

4

10-12

5

Teams who receive a Division I rating, but do not receive a trophy placement will receive a Division I
plaque. Teams that receive a trophy will not receive a Division I plaque.
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SPECIAL AWARDS
The following applications and nominations are due October 1 and are to
be completed online at www.isdta.net.
ACADEMIC AWARDS
It is important that all ISDTA member schools complete the Academic Application found online at www.
isdta.net to see if your team is eligible for academic recognition. Besides the Academic Distinguished
and Excellence awards, M.A. Dance will be sponsoring the top academic teams.
Academic applications must be signed by an administrator to verify the dance team/color guard
affiliation with the school. Only teams competing at state are eligible.
Academic Levels: Distinguished 4.0 - 3.5 Team GPA • Excellence 3.49 - 3.0 Team GPA.
LOIS TURNAGE COMMUNITY SERVICE TEAM AWARDS
ISDTA will be sponsoring the Community Service Award to teams for their outstanding community
service.
Complete the online application describing your team’s community service activities. Newspaper
articles, photographs, letters from officials who the applicants have served can be uploaded as a part of
the application.
SENIOR SCHOLARSHIPS
The Iowa State Dance/Drill Team Association and Kathy Enyart will award individual scholarships.
Two applications per school will be accepted. A coach must send the online application to the students
they are recommending for scholarship.
Applications will be complete with the receipt of the application, high school transcript, three letters of
recommendation, and responses to the questions.
Personal interviews will be conducted either in person or virtually. Announcement of scholarship
recipients will take place during the awards ceremony each night of state competition.
CHARACTER COUNTS! IN IOWA
Character Counts Awards honor worthy recipients who embody the Six Pillars of Character:
Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring and Citizenship.
These awards, which will be presented by ISDTA and Character Counts! in Iowa, were created to
recognize individuals and teams whose achievements demonstrate an enduring commitment to good
character. ISDTA and Character Counts will be recognizing a CC! Coach of the Year and Team of the Year
at this year’s State Team Championships. The recipients will receive a plaque and banner in recognition
of their involvement in the Character Counts! program in their school.
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SPECIAL AWARDS
The following are awarded at the ISDTA State Team Competition in Des Moines.
SPORTSMANSHIP AWARDS
The ISDTA Sportsmanship Award is sponsored by Mark’s Dancewear. This award will be voted on
by the teams and judges competing at team contest. An award will be presented each day of the team
competition. Ballots can be cast and turned in at the announcers table the day of your competition.
JUDGES’ CHOICE AWARDS
ISDTA will be sponsoring the Judges’ Choice Awards. The judges will choose up to six high school
routines and three college routine they simply enjoyed as one of their favorites. It could be the theme,
the energy, entertainment value, costuming, or many components which made the performance stand
out.
FRIEND OF ISDTA AWARD
The recipient of the Friend of ISDTA award is presented to an individual or group who has been
consistently supportive and helpful n promoting dance in our state.
Past recipients are:
*Marilyn Pohorsky
Iowa Girls H.S. Athletic Union
Sound Creation, Steve Smith
Jane Kreimeyer
*Mert Barr
Doug Enyart
HyVee, Inc.
Kelly Wyatt
Tim McConnell
Jill Petersen
Michael Flannery
Bill Watts
Judy Blank

Troy Dannen
Donna Tweeten
Norma Stecker
Linda Thilges & Family
John Overton
Andrea Wiesenmeyer
Christy Lindsay
Charice Gomez
Kim Jenkins
Cindy Wilson
Julie Slater
Connie Diekema
*Deceased
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ISDTA MASTER SCORESHEET

The ISDTA scoresheet applies to all competitions and categories. Digital scoresheets will be available
following competition awards in a team’s school account on www.isdta.net.

ISDTA Scoresheet
Choreography

Composition

Available Points
20

Creativity
Originality
Musicality
Fit Category Entered
Staging and Visual Effects
Formations
Transitions
Visuals
Execution

Technique- Execution of Movement
Technique- Execution of Skills
Synchronization/Uniformity
Spacing

40

Degree of Difficulty
Movement
Skills

20

General Effect/ Showmanship
Appearance
Audience Appeal
Confidence
Energy Level
Projections
Genuine Facial Expressions

20

TOTAL

100
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TEAM CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS
The following pages include scoresheet category descriptors for coaches to know what judges will credit
and for our judges to best understand each category.

Category

Page

Pom....................................................................................................................................................38
Hip Hop..............................................................................................................................................39
Jazz.....................................................................................................................................................40
Lyrical..................................................................................................................................................41
Contemporary....................................................................................................................................42
Kick.....................................................................................................................................................43
Military................................................................................................................................................44
Prop....................................................................................................................................................45
Novelty...............................................................................................................................................46
Hoopla................................................................................................................................................47
Lights..................................................................................................................................................48
Color Guard........................................................................................................................................49
All-Male..............................................................................................................................................50
Coed...................................................................................................................................................51
Show Production................................................................................................................................52
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POM CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Pom is a routine with emphasis on pom, including sharp and creative maneuvers.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION
TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements unique musicality and dynamics; the
originality of the routine, concept, and the variety of pom motion and full-body movement. Piece
displays balance use of all dancers and incorporation of elements that supports and enhances the
routine. Identifying elements including isolations, grounded movement, syncopation, accenting on
beats, contractions and use of core, rapid movement, and upbeat energy.

Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are presented on the
floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions. Incorporation of unique and
unpredictable visuals effects developed through purposeful use of Pom motion variety; creative floor
work, group/partner work, level changes, opposition, etc.

Judges will credit: accuracy of pom motions noting superior placement, pathways, control and
precision; the dancers' endurance and ability to maintain strength, sharpness and stamina throughout
the routine.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution and completion of elements such as
but not limited to: leaps, turns, lifts, partnering etc.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills; the ability of
the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position themselves with
correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP
includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence, projections,
genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: overall level and intricacy of pom motions, variety and intricacy of movement,
overall pace, velocity, footwork, and athletic demand; use of high/low levels, varied tempos/rhythms,
visual effects and syncopation.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to rotation and variety
of turns, leaps, and jumps, and various pom styles/movement.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the performance;
uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness; suitability for family viewing.

Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial expressions
and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept throughout the routine; overall
effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography fulfillment of the genre per the category
description; impact of performance to create a lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School and College
1. A traditional pom must be used in the pom category. The pom should be constructed of a streamer-like material (vinyl, plastic, tissue, metallic mylar). Do not use anything other
than a traditional pom or it will be considered a prop.
2. Poms must be picked up during the 30 second exit. You cannot re-enter the floor to pick up your Poms. A 5 point penalty will be assessed for returning to the floor to pick up your
poms.
3. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very limited - it will be up to the
judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
4. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
5. Male performers are not required to use poms. It is up to the discretion and comfort level of the dancer and the coach. Points will not be deducted if the male dancer does not have
poms.
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HIP HOP CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Hip Hop is a high energy routine with contracted dance movements to a bass beat with tempo
variations. Pop and lock techniques, break dancing and other high energy dance styles can be
choreographed into the routine.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION

includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION
TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of the routine, concept, musicality and fullbody movement; the inclusion of elements, individual and small group work that support
the flow and enhances the team dynamic. Piece displays balanced use of all dancers.
Identifying elements including isolations, grounded movement, syncopation, accenting
on beats, contractions and use of core, rapid movement, and upbeat energy.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

Judges will credit: understanding of correct stance, body placement, stabilization, control
and strength. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively and
continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines overall level, pace, energy and intricacy of
movement, including but not limited to footwork, use of high/low levels, varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization.
Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty. Including but not limited to skills
specific to various hip hop styles.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School and College
1. Costuming should be appropriate to the style of dance.
2. Barefoot dancing is permissible. Please wear a shoe into the warm up areas to prevent injury.
3. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
4. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
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JAZZ CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Jazz is a combination of stylized rhythmic dance movements and combinations which interpret
and emphasize up-tempo music. It should include formation changes, group work, leaps and
turns. Emphasis is placed on proper technique, extension, control, body placement and team
uniformity.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION

includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION
TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements the unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of routine, concept, musicality and fullbodied movement; the inclusions of elements, individual and small group work that
supports the flow and enhances the team dynamic. Piece displays balanced use of all
dancers.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

Judges will credit: The understanding of correct posture, body placement, control,
resistance, alignment and extension. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the
presented style effectively and continually throughout the music. Also will credit the
movement intensity and control in terms of musicality, strength and velocity and nuance
of style.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution and completion of
elements such as but no limited to: leaps, turns, lifts, partnering etc.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines movement (does not reflect execution); overall
level; pace and intricacy of movement, such as footwork, direction changes, effective
incorporation of challenging elements. Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to
rotation and variety of turns, leaps, and jumps, and various jazz styles.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School and College
1. Pom cannot be used in this category. There are to be no props, unless they are a part of your uniform (i.e. hats, gloves).
2. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
3. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
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LYRICAL CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Lyrical is a routine with melodic dance movements expressing an emotion, story, or simply the
lyrics of a piece. More emphasis is on expressive and lyrical style with fluid movements based
in ballet.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION

includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION
TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: the thoughtful relationship of movement to lyrics or rhythmic values in
the music; the artistic interpretation of theme, story or unique, original concepts and fullbody movement; the inclusion of small group work supports the flow and enhances the
overall team dynamic. Piece displays balance use of all dancers. Choreography flows
with the lyrics not just the rhythm.
Judges will credit: the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

Judges will credit: the understanding of correct posture, body placement, control,
resistance, alignment and extension. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the
presented style effectively and continually throughout the music. Also will credit the
movement intensity, balance, fluidity, grace and control in terms of musicality, texture
and nuance of style. Emphasis is placed on control, expressive movement, dynamics,
alignment, use of breath, uniformity, communication and may incorporate purposeful
elements and skills.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution and completion of
elements such as but no limited to: leaps, turns, floor work, lifts, partnering etc.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines movement (does not reflect execution); overall
level; pace and intricacy of movement, such as footwork, use if high/low levels; direction
changes; effective incorporation of challenging elements. Appropriate utilization of the
team's ability level.
Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to
rotation and variety of turns, leaps, and jumps, and various lyrical styles.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
2. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
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CONTEMPORARY CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Contemporary incorporates movements based in ballet, modern and jazz techniques, as well as
other expressive movements. It can express an emotion or story. It incorporates both fluid and
staccato movements. It relies on technique with unpredictable changes in rhythm, speed and
direction.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION

includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION
TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: the thoughtful relationship of movement to lyrics or rhythmic values in
the music; the artistic interpretation of theme, story or unique, original concepts and fullbody movement; the inclusion of small group work supports the flow and enhances the
overall team dynamic. Piece displays balance use of all dancers. Strong emphasis on
musicality, rhythm and the space around the dancers and taking technical classical lines
and making them different. Contemporary takes themes and ideas, not a concise story.

Judges will credit: the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.
Contemporary incorporates levels, space, accents, patterns, phrasing to create a theme
or idea.

Judges will credit: The understanding of correct posture, body placement, control,
resistance, alignment and extension. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the
presented style effectively and continually throughout the music. Also will credit the
movement intensity and control in terms of musicality, texture and nuance of style.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution and completion of
elements such as but not limited to: leaps, turns, floor work, lifts, partnering etc.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines movement (does not reflect execution); overall
level; pace and intricacy of movement, such as footwork, use of high/low levels; varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation direction changes, effective
incorporation of challenging elements. Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to
rotation and variety of turns, leaps, and jumps, and various contemporary styles.

Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
2. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
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KICK CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
A Kick routine incorporates the creative use of kick styles with an inclusion of a variety of dance
skills, creativity, and staging. Kicks must be utilized for a minimum of 60% of the performance
and a majority of the team must be doing the kicks at that time.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements the unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of routine, concept, musicality and fullbodied movement; the inclusion of dance skills, individual and small group work that
supports the flow and enhances the team dynamic; emphasis of the routine on kick
(minimum of half of the routine), including kicks of varying heights, style, series and
pattern; routine displays balanced use of all dancers.

Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions;
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: The understanding of correct posture, body placement, control,
resistance, alignment and extension. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the
presented style effectively and continually throughout the music. Also will credit the
movement intensity and control in terms of musicality, strength and velocity.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: correct kick technique (placement, foot closure, posture, pointed feet,
and height of kicks, correct placement of hands/fingers on the hookup); leaps, turns,
lifts, partnering etc.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: variety of kick sequences, variety of movement, including kicks,
footwork, arms, legs and head. Appropriate use of the team's skill level.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to the
amount, height and type of kicks.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
2. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
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MILITARY CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
A Military routine contains sharp, precise and strong movements with control and focus
throughout the entire body. The emphasis is on formation changes/visual effects, coordination
of body movement, foot work and arm/hand sequences. There should be dynamic and military
type movement, this is not a 'dance' division.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of the routine, concept, musicality and fullbody movement; individual and small group work that support and enhances the team's
dynamic. Piece displays balanced use of all dancers.

Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of patterns, directional changes, creative floor work, group/partner work,
level change, opposition.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: the understanding of correct posture, superior body and arm
placement, control, resistance, alignment and extension. The individual dancer's ability
to exhibit the presented style effectively and continually throughout the music. Also will
credit the movement intensity and control in terms of musicality, strength and velocity.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution and completion of skill
elements.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines movement (does not reflect execution); overall
level; pace and intricacy of movement, such as footwork, direction changes; effective
incorporation of challenging elements. Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty. Including but not limited to
precision, balance, and strength skills specific to military.

Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
2. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
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PROP CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Prop is a routine with emphasis on the utilization and/or movement of the prop(s) throughout the
entire routine. You must use the prop(s) or costume at all times during the performance. Your
costume could be considered your prop if being maneuvered by the performer's hands, arms,
legs, or feet. Routine should be visual and entertaining.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements the unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of routine, concept, musicality and fullbodied movement; the inclusion of dance elements, individual and small group work that
supports the flow and enhances the team dynamic; emphasis of the routine on the use
of the prop; piece displays balanced use of all dancers.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: understanding of correct stance, body placement, stabilization, control
and strength. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively and
continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style;
accuracy of the prop movement noting placement and control of the prop.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routine will focus on movement and variety of the
visuals/use of the prop; considering overall level, pace, energy and intricacy of
movement, including but not limited to footwork, use of high/low levels, varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization.
Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.
Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to skills
specific to prop.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. Props require pre-approval - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
2. Backdrops are allowed in this category. Pre-approval required - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
3. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
4. Reference all Prop/Backdrop Rules in handbook.
5. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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NOVELTY CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
A Novelty routine should act out a song, or tell a story, and may use any costume or prop that is
approved to enhance creativity. Any prop(s) used in a novelty routine should only be used to
enhance the performance and story line.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: thematic development, how well the movement complements the
unique musicality and dynamics; the creative structure and originality of routine, concept,
musicality and full-bodied movement; the inclusions of dance elements, individual and
small group work that supports the flow and enhances the team dynamic; props may or
may not be utilized. Piece displays balanced use of all dancers.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: understanding of correct stance, body placement, stabilization, control
and strength. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively and
continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines overall level, pace, energy and intricacy of
movement, including but not limited to footwork, use of high/low levels, varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization.
Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.
Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to skills
specific to novelty.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. Props require pre-approval - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
2. Backdrops are allowed in this category. Pre-approval required - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
3. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
4. Reference all Prop/Backdrop Rules in handbook.
5. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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HOOPLA CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
A Hoopla routine is performed using any size hoopla(s) made of any size of round hoop with a
streamer like material of any length attached to the hoop. A variety of sizes of hoops is
acceptable. No other props, objects, or backdrops of any kind may be used.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements the unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of routine, concept, musicality and fullbodied movement; the inclusion of dance elements, individual and small group work that
supports the flow and enhances the team dynamic; emphasis of the routine on the use
of the hoopla; piece displays balanced use of all dancers.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: understanding of correct stance, body placement, stabilization, control
and strength. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively and
continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style;
accuracy of the of the hoopla movement noting placement and control of the hoopla.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routine will focus on movement and variety of the
visuals/use of the hoopla; considering overall level, pace, energy and intricacy of
movement, including but not limited to footwork, use of high/low levels, varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization.
Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to skills
specific to hoopla.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. No other props or objects of any kind may be used. Failure to comply will result in a 5 point penalty from the total score of the routine.
2. No backdrops are allowed in this category.
3. If hooplas are on the floor at the end of the routine, they must be picked up during the 30 second exit.
4. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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LIGHTS CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Lights is a routine with emphasis on the manipulation of light sticks (only cyalume or battery
operated allowed).
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: the manipulation of light sticks, variation of light movement, how well
the movement complements the unique musicality and dynamics; the creative structure
and originality of routine, concept, musicality and full-bodied movement; individual and
small group work that supports the flow and enhances the team dynamic; piece displays
balanced use of all dancers.

Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor with effective and clear light visuals, the structure of challenging
formations and seamless transitions. Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals
within the movement developed through use of creative floor work, group/partner work,
level change, opposition.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: the individual dancer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively
and continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style;
accuracy of the light movement noting placement and control of the light stick.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routine will focus on movement and variety of the
visuals/use of the light; considering overall level, pace, energy and intricacy of
movement, including but not limited to use of high/low levels, varied tempos/rhythms
within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization. Appropriate
utilization of the team's ability level.
Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to skills
specific to lights.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. Chemical cyalume lights cannot be thrown within the routine or performers cannot hit sticks on the floor. Broken light sticks can cause damage to the floor
and if thrown the chemical may cause injury. 10 point penalty.
2. Teams are asked to hide their light sticks to not distract from the next routine on the floor following their performance. Light sticks should not go into the
spectator seating area.
3. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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COLOR GUARD CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Color Guard is a routine with emphasis on equipment work - flags are required and a routine
may also incorporate use of rifles and other auxiliary equipment.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION
TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: manipulation of equipment, variation of movement, how well the
movement complements the unique musicality and dynamics; the creative structure and
originality of routine, concept, musicality and full-bodied movement; the inclusion of
elements, individual and small group work that supports the flow and enhances the team
dynamic; piece displays balanced use of all performers.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the performers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

Judges will credit: understanding of correct stance, body placement, stabilization, control
and strength. The individual performer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively
and continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style;
accuracy of the of the equipment movement noting placement and control of the
equipment.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the performers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routine will focus on movement and variety of the
visuals/use of the equipment; considering overall level, pace, energy and intricacy of
movement, including but not limited to footwork, use of high/low levels, varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization.
Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.
Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to skills
specific to color guard.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. Only one team from each school may compete in Color Guard.
2. Flags must have a rubber tip on the end to avoid any damage to the performance floor. Teams are responsible for any scratches on the floor due to
improper pole tips.
3. Flags are required in this category - a team may also incorporate rifles or other auxiliary equipment. Emphasis is to be on equipment work.
4. Props require pre-approval - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
5. Backdrops/Floor Coverings are allowed in this category. Pre-approval required - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
6. Reference all Prop/Backdrop Rules in handbook.
7. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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ALL-MALE CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
A dance or novelty routine performed by all male members.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of the routine, concept, musicality and fullbody movement; the inclusion of dance elements, individual and small group work that
support the flow and enhances the team dynamic. Piece displays balanced use of all
dancers.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: understanding of correct stance, body placement, stabilization, control
and strength. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively and
continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines overall level, pace, energy and intricacy of
movement, including but not limited to footwork, use of high/low levels, varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization.
Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.

Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty, including but not limited to
athletic demand including but not limited to rotation and variety of turns, leaps, and
jumps.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. The performing team must consist of all male members with a minimum of 6 total performers. Males may perform in other categories only if they are
regular members of your team throughout the entire school year.
2. The routine can be either a dance or novelty format. Props require pre-approval - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
3. Backdrops are allowed in this category. Pre-approval required - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
4. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very
limited - it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
5. Reference all Prop/Backdrop Rules in handbook.
6. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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CO-ED CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
A Co-ed routine must have emphasis on partner work throughout the routine. The performing team
must include a minimum of 6 pairs – 80% of the pairs need to be male/female.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION

includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION
TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of the routine, concept, musicality and fullbody movement; the inclusion of dance elements that enhances the partnering dynamic.
Piece displays balanced use of all dancers.

Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, partner work, level change, opposition.

Judges will credit: understanding of correct stance, body placement, stabilization, control
and strength. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the presented style effectively and
continually throughout the routine; movement intensity, texture and nuance of style.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution, release and completion
of selected elements and skills.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence, projections,
genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routines partnering, overall level, pace, energy and
intricacy of movement, including but not limited to footwork, use of high/low levels, varied
tempos/rhythms within the movement, syncopation, direction changes and stylization.
Appropriate utilization of the team's ability level.
Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to
partnering skills, rotation and variety of turns, leaps, and jumps; and skills specific to
partner dancing.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. Props require pre-approval - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
2. Backdrops are allowed in this category. Pre-approval required - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
3. A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very limited it will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.
4. Reference all Prop/Backdrop Rules in handbook.
5. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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SHOW PRODUCTION CATEGORY
SCORESHEET EXPLANATION
Show Production is a dance presentation that utilitizes a combination of dance elements and
styles. The routine should interpret and develop a theme throughout.
CHOREOGRAPHY
COMPOSITION
includes: creativity, originality, musicality, fits category

STAGING AND VISUAL EFFECTS
includes: formations, transitions, visuals

EXECUTION

Judges will credit: how well the movement complements unique musicality and
dynamics; the creative structure and originality of the routine, concept, musicality and fullbody movement; the inclusion of dance elements, individual and small group work that
support the flow and enhances the team dynamic. Piece displays balanced use of all
dancers.
Judges will credit: how the choreography utilizes the stage and how the dancers are
presented on the floor, the structure of challenging formations and seamless transitions.
Incorporation of unique and unpredictable visuals within the movement developed
through use of creative floor work, group/partner work, level change, opposition;
appropriate use of background staging and props to help develop the theme.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF MOVEMENT

Judges will credit: the understanding of correct posture, body placement, control,
resistance, alignment and extension. The individual dancer's ability to exhibit the
presented style effectively and continually throughout the music. Also will credit the
movement intensity and control in terms of musicality, strength and velocity.

TECHNIQUE - EXECUTION OF SKILLS

Judges will credit: demonstration of correct approach, execution and completion of
elements such as but not limited to: leaps, turns, lifts, partnering etc.

SYNCHRONIZATION / UNIFORMITY

Judges will credit: uniformity of the team movement within the choreography and skills;
the ability of the team to consistently maintain strong timing with accuracy, clarity and
control.

SPACING

Judges will credit: the ability of the dancers to use spatial awareness to position
themselves with correct distances between each other in and throughout all formations
and transitions.

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
MOVEMENT

SKILLS
GENERAL EFFECT / SHOWMANSHIP
APPEARANCE

GENERAL EFFECT/SHOWMANSHIP

includes: audience appeal, energy level, confidence,
projections, genuine facial expressions

Judges will credit: difficulty of the routine's movement (does not reflect execution);
overall level, pace and intricacy of movement, such as footwork, direction changes;
effective incorporation of challenging elements. Appropriate utilization of the team's
ability level.
Judges will credit: overall level of the routine's difficulty; including but not limited to
rotation and variety of turns, leaps, and jumps and skills specific to carrying out the
production theme.
Judges will credit: effectiveness of costuming in adding to the overall effect of the
performance; uniformity of the team appearance; age and category appropriateness;
suitability for family viewing.
Judges will credit: audience appeal; energy level; confidence; projections, genuine facial
expressions and genuine use of body energy used to convey the style/story/concept
throughout the routine; overall effectiveness of the music, costuming, and choreography
fulfillment of the genre per the category description; impact of performance to create a
lasting impression; suitability for family viewing.

Competed by High School
1. Majority of the performers must be members of the high school dance teams (varsity, junior varsity, alternates, and/or managers). The performing team can
be made up of any number of gender of performers. The members do not have to be duplicated in other categories. This category is not open to non-dance
team groups such as: show choirs, cheerleaders, theatre groups, studio dance, school clubs, etc.
2. Props require pre-approval - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
3. Backdrops are allowed in this category. Pre-approval required - complete electronic form on www.isdta.net
4. Reference all Prop/Backdrop Rules in handbook.
5. A team may utilize the two minute set up/entrance and take-down time. Reference Rules in the ISDTA Handbook.
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COMPETITION RULES
NEW AND REVISED RULES
RULES
APPEALS PROCEDURE

ISDTA COMPETITION RULES

2022-2023

NEW AND REVISED RULES
Applies to High School and College Competition

Applies to High School and College Competition
There are many updated rules; please read the entire ruling in the following
pages for understanding. All content in red is new.
Sections with Rules Updates:
Lifts/Stunts/Acrobatic/Gymnastics Moves: Cartwheels added
Back-up Music: Adapters are required to be supplied by the coach.
Tights Requirement
Gloves Recommendation
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ISDTA COMPETITION RULES

ROUTINE RULES

2022-2023

ISDTA RULES

Click for Video Examples of Rules
2022-2023 ISDTA RULES

RULE

PENALTY

APPLIES TO

Routines must be a minimum of 1 minute and 30 seconds (1:30), and a maximum of 2 minutes and 15 seconds (2:15). It is recommended your routine is 2 minutes
in length. A penalty will be assessed if your routine is shorter than 1:30 or longer than 2:15. Time your music prior to competition. Note there is no variable speed
equipment at the competition.

Length of Routine /
Entrance-Exit

Solos
Timing begins with the first choreographed movement, word, or beat of music. Timing ends with the last choreographed movement, word, or beat of music executed
5 point deduction from
by an individual.
High School Team
total score

You have 30 seconds to take position for your judged routine and 30 seconds to exit the floor. You may not add the entrance or exit times of 30 seconds to your
performance. Entrances and exits are not judged.

College Team

Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym floor).
Color Guard team routines must be a minimum of 1 minute and 30 seconds (1:30), and a maximum of 3 minutes (3:00). A penalty will be assessed if your routine is
shorter than 1:30 or longer than 3:00. Time your music prior to competition. Note there is no variable speed equipment at the competition.

Length of Routine: Color
Guard (team)

5 point deduction from

Timing begins with the first choreographed movement, word, or beat of music. Timing ends with the last choreographed movement, word, or beat of music executed
total score
by an individual.

High School Team

Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym floor).
Show Production routine length must be a minimum of 3 minutes (3:00) and a maximum of 5 minutes (5:00). A penalty will be assessed if your routine is shorter
than 3:00 or longer than 5:00.

Length of Routine: Show
Production

5 point deduction from

Timing begins with the first choreographed movement, word, or beat of music. Timing ends with the last choreographed movement, word, or beat of music executed
total score
by an individual.

High School Team

Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym floor).

Set-up and Take-Down
Times

There is a set-up/entrance time of 2:00 and take-down/exit time of 2:00 for Show Production, Color Guard, Prop, Novelty, Lights, Hoopla, All-Male, and Co-Ed.
Timing will be synchronized with the team and the official timer; timing begins at the entrance of the black curtain and will be announced in 15 second intervals.
Exceeding 2:00 during set-up entrance and/or take-down/exit will result in penalty not to exceed 10 total points.
Set-up and take-downs are not judged.

5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score

If a team in these categories does not need the set-up or take-down time, then a team is allowed 30 seconds to enter and 30 seconds to exit.

Pom Category: Leaving
Poms on Floor

Poms must be picked up during the exit. Penalty for returning to the floor to retrieve poms.

Light Category: Light
Sticks Thrown

Light sticks cannot be thrown within the routine and performers cannot hit light sticks on the floor.

Hoopla: No Other Props
or Objects

No other props or objects of any kind may be used in this category.

No Props or Backdrops
Allowed in Certain
Categories

In the categories listed below, backdrops and additional props cannot be used during the routine. Staging the routine is not allowed. A penalty will be assessed if
this occurs. Categories: Pom, Jazz, Hip Hop, Lyrical, Contemporary, Kick, and Military.
A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very limited - it
will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered. Note: read more on gloves in the costume section.
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5 point
deduction/infraction
from total score
10 point
deduction/infraction
from total score
5 point deduction from
total score

High School Team
College Team
High School Team
High School Team

15 point deduction
from total score

High School Team
College Team

Disqualification

Solos

Solo Performance Order

Performance order is randomly determined. Do not switch the order of your soloists or it will result in disqualification.

Performing less than
Minimum or more than

A team cannot perform less than their minimum or more than their maximum number - doing so will result in disqualification. However, a team can perform with less
than their minimum if an injury or illness occurs the day of the competition, but the Rules Judge must be notified the day of competition prior to the performance.
Disqualification

High School Team

Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym floor).

Set-up and Take-Down

There is a set-up/entrance time of 2:00 and take-down/exit time of 2:00 for Show Production, Color Guard, Prop, Novelty, Lights, Hoopla, All-Male, and Co-Ed.
Timing will be synchronized with the team and the official timer; timing begins at the entrance of the black curtain and will be announced in 15 second intervals.
Exceeding 2:00 during set-up entrance and/or take-down/exit will result in penalty not to exceed 10 total points.

Times
ISDTA
COMPETITION
Set-up andRULES
take-downs are not judged.

5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score

2022-2023

If a team in these categories does not need the set-up or take-down time, then a team is allowed 30 seconds to enter and 30 seconds to exit.

ROUTINE
Pom Category: Leaving RULES (CONT.)
Poms on Floor

Poms must be picked up during the exit. Penalty for returning to the floor to retrieve poms.

Light Category: Light
Sticks Thrown

Light sticks cannot be thrown within the routine and performers cannot hit light sticks on the floor.

Hoopla: No Other
2022-2023
ISDTAProps
RULES

No other props or objects of any kind may be used in this category.

or Objects

No Props or Backdrops
Allowed in Certain
Categories
Length of Routine /
Entrance-Exit
Solo Performance Order
Performing less than
Minimum or more than
Maximum
Warm-Up
Areas Color
Length
of Routine:

2022-2023
ISDTA RULES
Guard (team)

Content of routine
Length
of Routine:
Show
(choreography,
music,
Production
costuming)

Set-up and Take-Down
Times

Content of routine
Pom Category: Leaving
(choreography, music,
Poms on Floor
costuming) continued.
Light Category: Light
Sticks Thrown
Hoopla: No Other Props
or Objects
No Props or Backdrops
Allowed in Certain
Categories
Headsprings
Solo Performance Order
Performing less than
Minimum or more than
Maximum
Warm-Up Areas

RULE

5 point
deduction/infraction
from total score
10 point
deduction/infraction
from total score
5 pointPENALTY
deduction from
total score

In
the categories
below, of
backdrops
props
cannot
used during
routine.
Staging
the routine
is Itnot
A penalty
be assessed
if
Routines
must belisted
a minimum
1 minute and
and additional
30 seconds
(1:30),
and be
a maximum
of 2the
minutes
and
15 seconds
(2:15).
is allowed.
recommended
yourwill
routine
is 2 minutes
this
occurs.
Categories:
Pom,
Jazz, Hip
Hop,
Lyrical,
Kick,
and Military.
in length.
A penalty
will be
assessed
if your
routine
is Contemporary,
shorter than 1:30
or longer
than 2:15. Time your music prior to competition. Note there is no variable speed
15 point deduction
equipment at the competition.
from total score
A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very limited - it
will
be up
to thewith
judges
to determine
if the routine
has enough
content
for the
category
Note: read more
on gloves
in the
costume
section.
Timing
begins
the first
choreographed
movement,
word, orscoresheet
beat of music.
Timing
ends
with theentered.
last choreographed
movement,
word,
or beat
of music
executed
5 point deduction from
by an individual.
Performance order is randomly determined. Do not switch the order of your soloists or it will result in disqualification.
You have 30 seconds to take position for your judged routine and 30 seconds to exit the floor. You may not add the entrance or exit times of 30 seconds to your
performance. Entrances and exits are not judged.
A team cannot perform less than their minimum or more than their maximum number - doing so will result in disqualification. However, a team can perform with less
than
minimummay
if anstart
injury
or illness
occurs theline
day
of theblack
competition,
butgym
the floor).
Rules Judge must be notified the day of competition prior to the performance.
Your their
performance
behind
the boundary
(outer
line on the
Failure to notify the Rules Judge will result in disqualification of the subsequent routines.
Color Guard team routines must be a minimum of 1 minute and 30 seconds (1:30), and a maximum of 3 minutes (3:00). A penalty will be assessed if your routine is
Warm-up
areas
in allthan
venues.
and music
Soloists
should
report to the
warm-up/check-in
areaspeed
30 minutes
prior to
performance. Teams should warm-up
shorter than
1:30will
or be
longer
3:00.Teams
Time your
prior
to competition.
Note
there is no variable
equipment
at their
the competition.
in the venue they are competing in. Do not go to the warm up area in Hy-Vee Hall unless this is where you are performing within the next 30 minutes. Do not arrive
any
earlier
duewith
to limited
space
for teams tomovement,
prepare. No
live music
be played
in this
area
asthe
it islast
adjacent
to the performance
floor.
ISDTA
mats
will be executed
provided
Timing
begins
the first
choreographed
word,
or beatcan
of music.
Timing
ends
with
choreographed
movement,
word,
or beat
of music
RULE
for
aerial
and headspring practices.
by an
individual.

High School Team
College Team
High School Team

TO
HighAPPLIES
School Team
High School Team
College Team

total score
Disqualification

Solos
High School Team
College
Solos Team

Disqualification

High School Team

5 point deduction from
HighAPPLIES
School Team
PENALTY
TO
total score

Suggestive,
offensive,
choreography
music,
profanity
either
visual
or audible is not conducive to the professionalism of ISDTA and is
Your performance
mayand
startvulgar
behind
the boundaryand/or
line (outer
black
line on
the gym
floor).
inappropriate for family audiences and therefore lacks audience appeal. Further investigation will occur if a questionable word or phrase (including the word hell) is
Show
Production
routine
length
must
be
a
minimum
of
3
minutes
(3:00)
and
a
maximum
5 minutesIt(5:00).
A penalty
will be
your
routine
is shorter
used in the song. Upon completion of an investigation, a penalty will be issued if deemedof
necessary.
is preferred
the word
is assessed
removed. ifThe
Rules
Judge
makes
than
3:00decision
or longer
5:00.
the final
onthan
the interpretation
of the lyric/word. Performances should be appropriate and entertaining for all audience members. Routines, music and
Solos
10point
pointdeduction
deductionfrom
uniforms for all team types should be appropriate for the age of the performers. Routines should not reference anything that pertains to illegal activity by minors (i.e. 5
Timing
begins
with drugs,
the firstetc.)
choreographed
movement,
or beat of music.
Timing
ends
thelimited
last choreographed
movement,
word,
or beat
of inappropriate
music executed
High School Team
smoking,
drinking,
Deductions will
be givenword,
for choreography,
which
includes
butwith
is not
to, movements
such as hip
thrusting
and
from
total
score
total score
page 1
College Team
by
an individual.
touching,
gestures, hand/arm movements and signals, slapping, positioning of body parts and positioning to one another. Judges will be directed to deduct points in
the choreography and execution categories of the scoresheet if routines are too suggestive in nature. A 10-pt. penalty will be issued for each infraction.
Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym floor).
There
is a set-up/entrance
time ofchoreography
2:00 and take-down/exit
time of 2:00 for Show Production, Color Guard, Prop, Novelty, Lights, Hoopla, All-Male, and Co-Ed.
Suggestive,
offensive and vulgar
and/or music
Timing will be synchronized with the team and the official timer; timing begins at the entrance of the black curtain and will be announced in 15 second intervals.
Choreography
is generally
not theentrance
problem, and/or
issues are
with lyrics and/or
below:
Exceeding 2:00
during set-up
take-down/exit
will content.
result inExamples
penalty not
to exceed 10 total points.

Example #1: the song “Chandelier” is referencing drinking, partying all night and has the recurring phrase “1-2-3 drink”. This song would not be considered appropriate under our
“family-friendly”
and “referencing/pertaining
Set-up
and take-downs
are not judged. to anything illegal for minors.”

5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score

Example #2: the song “Royal” has a phrase in the second verse referring to drinking Grey Goose (which is a brand of vodka). This song would only be acceptable if that verse is
If a team in these categories does not need the set-up or take-down time, then a team is allowed 30 seconds to enter and 30 seconds to exit.
edited out/removed.
Example #3: the song “Uptown Funk” has a recurring chorus of “Hot Damn” and a section in verse two that states “fill my cup, put some liquor in it”. This song would only be
acceptable
these
sections
were edited
out/removed.
Poms
mustif be
picked
up during
the exit.
Penalty for returning to the floor to retrieve poms.

5 point
10 point deduction
deduction/infraction
from total score
from total score
Example #4: if the word “hell” is used as a defined place (example – “this could be heaven or this could be hell”) then it is OK. However, if it is used in a slang expression (example
10 point
– “He’s a helluva guy” or “Hella-good hair”) then it is not acceptable and should be edited out.
Light
sticks
cannot be thrown
within thethat
routine
andavoid
performers
cannot
hit light
floor. a place.
deduction/infraction
It is the
recommendation
of the committee
coaches
any song
with “hell”
in it, sticks
even ifon
it’sthe
referencing
from total score
EDITING: Editing should not suggest what the removed word actually is. For example: if “ass” is being removed we should not hear the “aa” sound or the “ss” sound. The entire
5 point deduction from
No
other
props
or
objects
of
any
kind
may
be
used
in
this
category.
word and the sound of any parts of the word needs to be taken out.
total score
Headsprings
withlisted
two-handed
support areand
allowed.
Hands
mustcannot
be free
executing
this move.
In
the categories
below, backdrops
additional
props
befrom
usedobjects
duringwhen
the routine.
Staging
the routine is not allowed. A penalty will be assessed if
Headsprings
executed inPom,
PomJazz,
(or other
where
an object(s)Kick,
mayand
be in
the hands of a dancer) can be done one of two ways only; if not, then a 15-point
this
occurs. Categories:
Hip categories
Hop, Lyrical,
Contemporary,
Military.
penalty will be assessed. These are instituted for the safety of the dancers to have FREE hands to be able to catch themselves if needed.

A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very limited - it
OPTIONS:
will
be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered. Note: read more on gloves in the costume section.
1. Completely remove both poms or objects (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2. Use hands-free grips for both poms and both poms MUST be flipped to the top of the hand during the execution of the headspring. A 15-point penalty will be
Performance
order
is randomly
not switch
of your
soloists
or over
it willrotates,
result inand/or
disqualification.
assessed if the
headspring
doesdetermined.
not execute Do
properly
wherethe
theorder
dancer
under
rotates,
falls out of the headspring and both poms have not been
properly flipped to the top of the hand (the purpose of the hands-free grip)
A team cannot perform less than their minimum or more than their maximum number - doing so will result in disqualification. However, a team can perform with less
Practicing
headsprings
is the
onlyday
permitted
on the ISDTA
mat(s)
in must
each be
warm-up
than
their minimum
if anbefore
injury aorperformance
illness occurs
of the competition,
butprovided
the Rules
Judge
notifiedarea.
the day of competition prior to the performance.
15-pointtopenalty
Failure
notify the Rules Judge will result in disqualification of the subsequent routines.
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Side
aerialsareas
are the
only
aerial allowed
without
proper support.
aerials)
Warm-up
will
betype
in allofvenues.
Teams
and Soloists
should(Side/cartwheel
report to the warm-up/check-in
area 30 minutes prior to their performance. Teams should warm-up
in the venue they are competing in. Do not go to the warm up area in Hy-Vee Hall unless this is where you are performing within the next 30 minutes. Do not arrive
Front
aerialsdue
are to
notlimited
allowedspace
to be executed
proper No
support
or a 15can
-point
in choreography.
A front aerialfloor.
may ISDTA
only be mats
executed
handsany earlier
for teamswithout
to prepare.
live music
bepenalty
playedwill
in be
thisassessed
area as ifit used
is adjacent
to the performance
will with
be provided

Solos
High School Team
High School Team
College Team
College Team
High School Team
High School Team

15 point deduction
from total score

High School Team
College Team

15 point deduction
from total score
Disqualification

Solos
High School Team
College Team
Solos

Disqualification

High School Team

the choreography and execution categories of the scoresheet if routines are too suggestive in nature. A 10-pt. penalty will be issued for each infraction.
Suggestive, offensive and vulgar choreography and/or music
Choreography is generally not the problem, issues are with lyrics and/or content. Examples below:

Example #1:RULES
the song “Chandelier” is referencing drinking, partying all night and has the recurring phrase “1-2-3 drink”. This song would not be considered appropriate under our
ISDTA COMPETITION
“family-friendly” and “referencing/pertaining to anything illegal for minors.”

Content of routine
ROUTINE
RULES (CONT.)
(choreography, music,
costuming) continued.

2022-2023 ISDTA RULES

Example #2: the song “Royal” has a phrase in the second verse referring to drinking Grey Goose (which is a brand of vodka). This song would only be acceptable if that verse is
edited out/removed.
Example #3: the song “Uptown Funk” has a recurring chorus of “Hot Damn” and a section in verse two that states “fill my cup, put some liquor in it”. This song would only be
acceptable if these sections were edited out/removed.

2022-2023
10 point deduction
from total score

Example #4: if the word “hell” is used as a defined place (example – “this could be heaven or this could be hell”) then it is OK. However, if it is used in a slang expression (example
– “He’s a helluva guy” or “Hella-good hair”) then it is not acceptable and should be edited out.
It is the recommendation of the committee that coaches avoid any song with “hell” in it, even if it’s referencing a place.
EDITING: Editing should not suggest what the removed word actually is. For example: ifRULE
“ass” is being removed we should not hear the “aa” sound or the “ss” sound. The entire
word and the sound of any parts of the word needs to be taken out.

PENALTY

Solos
High School Team
College Team

APPLIES TO

Routines
must
be two-handed
a minimum of
1 minute
30 seconds
(1:30),beand
maximum
of when
2 minutes
and 15
seconds
Headsprings
with
support
are and
allowed.
Hands must
freea from
objects
executing
this
move. (2:15). It is recommended your routine is 2 minutes
in
length. A penalty
will in
bePom
assessed
if your
routine where
is shorter
than 1:30may
or longer
thanhands
2:15. of
Time
your music
prior
to competition.
Noteonly;
thereif is
nothen
variable
speed
not,
a 15-point
Headsprings
executed
(or other
categories
an object(s)
be in the
a dancer)
can be
done
one of two ways
equipment
competition.
penalty will at
bethe
assessed.
These are instituted for the safety of the dancers to have FREE hands to be able to catch themselves if needed.

Length of Routine /
Entrance-Exit
Headsprings

Timing
begins with the first choreographed movement, word, or beat of music. Timing ends with the last choreographed movement, word, or beat of music executed
OPTIONS:
by
an individual.
1. Completely
remove both poms or objects (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2. Use hands-free grips for both poms and both poms MUST be flipped to the top of the hand during the execution of the headspring. A 15-point penalty will be
You
have 30
seconds
to take
position
for yourproperly
judged routine
anddancer
30 seconds
exit theover
floor.
You may
not falls
add out
the of
entrance
or exit times
30 poms
seconds
to not
yourbeen
assessed
if the
headspring
does
not execute
where the
under to
rotates,
rotates,
and/or
the headspring
and of
both
have
performance.
Entrances
exits
are (the
not judged.
properly flipped
to the topand
of the
hand
purpose of the hands-free grip)

5 point deduction from
15 point deduction
total score
from total score

Solos
Solos
High School Team
High School Team
College Team
College Team

Your
performance
may before
start behind
the boundary
linepermitted
(outer black
lineISDTA
on the provided
gym floor).
Practicing
headsprings
a performance
is only
on the
mat(s) in each warm-up area.
15-point
penalty
Color
Guard
team routines must be a minimum of 1 minute and 30 seconds (1:30), and a maximum of 3 minutes (3:00). A penalty will be assessed if your routine is
shorter
thanare
1:30
longer
than
3:00.
Timewithout
your music
to competition.
Note
there is no variable speed equipment at the competition.
Side aerials
theor
only
type of
aerial
allowed
properprior
support.
(Side/cartwheel
aerials)

Length of Routine: Color
Guard (team)

Aerials
Length of Routine: Show
Production

2022-2023 ISDTA RULES
Stunts
Airborne
Leaps
Set-up /and
Take-Down
Times
Illegal Moves and
Lifts/Stunts
Pom Category: Leaving
Poms on Floor
Light Category: Light
Proper
Spotting
Sticks Thrown
Hoopla: No Other Props
or Objects
No Props or Backdrops
Allowed in Certain
Categories
Solo Performance Order
Performing less than
Minimum or more than
Maximum

5 point deduction from

Timing
begins
the firsttochoreographed
movement,
word, or abeat
of music.
Timing
with the
lastinchoreographed
word,
orbe
beat
of music
Front
aerials
arewith
not allowed
be executed without
proper support
15 -point
penalty
will beends
assessed
if used
choreography. Amovement,
front aerial may
only
executed
withexecuted
handstotal score
on
of both of the performer's arms on both sides throughout the execution of the move. The spotters must be holding on to the performer’s arms/wrists/hands.
by spotting
an individual.
Side
executedmay
in Pom
other categories
where
an(outer
object(s)
mayline
be on
in the
a dancer) can be done one of three ways only; if not, then a 15-point penalty will be
Youraerials
performance
start(orbehind
the boundary
line
black
thehands
gym of
floor).
assessed. These are instituted for the safety of the dancers to have a FREE hand or hands to be able to catch themselves if needed.
Show
Production
routine
length
must
be
a
minimum
of
3
minutes
(3:00)
and
a
maximum
of 5 minutes (5:00). A penalty will be assessed if your routine is shorter
OPTIONS:
than
3:00 or longer
1.
Completely
removethan
both5:00.
poms or other objects (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2. Both poms or other objects must be placed into one hand (leaving your touchdown hand free) during the execution of the aerial. A 15-point penalty will be assessed if the hand
with
the begins
poms orwith
objects
the ground during
the execution
move.
Timing
the touches
first choreographed
movement,
word,oforthebeat
of music. Timing ends with the last choreographed movement, word, or beat of music executed
3.
hands-free grips for both poms and both poms MUST be flipped to the top of the hand during the execution of the aerial. A 15-point penalty will be assessed if there is any
byUse
an individual.
contact with the ground during the execution of the aerial and both poms have not been properly flipped to the top of the hand (the purpose of the hands-free grip)

Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym floor).

Practicing side aerials before a performance is only permitted on the ISDTA provided mat(s)
RULEin each warm-up area.
There isPenalty
a set-up/entrance
of 2:00forand
time
of 2:00 for
Show
Production,
Guard,the
Prop,
Novelty,
15-Point
(penalties aretime
assessed
not take-down/exit
following the safety
guidelines
when
touching
down or Color
not executing
move
fully) Lights, Hoopla, All-Male, and Co-Ed.

Timing will be synchronized with the team and the official timer; timing begins at the entrance of the black curtain and will be announced in 15 second intervals.
Due
to the high
of injury,
ISDTAand/or
has ruled
that stunts and/or
airborne
leapsnot
intotothe
splits,10
body
etc. NOT be choreographed into any routines. Weight
Exceeding
2:00 risk
during
set-upthe
entrance
take-down/exit
will result
in penalty
exceed
totalfalls,
points.
must be born first on the feet to break the impact. The Rules Judge will disqualify any team in violation of this rule.
Set-up and take-downs are not judged.
The following are illegal: knee drops, basket/aerial tosses, shoulder stands, and pyramids.

PENALTY

Front or Back Walkovers – allowed without spotting as long as hand(s) stay on the floor. May be executed with one or two hands free of objects or poms. The hand(s) that is on the floor must be
executed
1 of 3 ways
or is
a 15-point
penalty
will be assessed:
Performance
order
randomly
determined.
Do not switch the order of your soloists or it will result in disqualification.
Options:
1. Completely remove both poms or objects from hands (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
A Ifteam
cannot
than
theirmust
minimum
or into
more
their
maximum
number
- doing
so will result
disqualification. However, a team can perform with less
2.
executing
with perform
one hand,less
objects
or poms
be placed
the than
hand not
in contact
with the
floor during
the execution
of the in
move.
3.
If poms
being used,
hands-free
grips foroccurs
both poms
pomscompetition,
MUST be flipped
the Rules
top of the
hand during
of theday
move.
A 15-point penalty
willtobethe
assessed
if the move
than
theirareminimum
if use
an injury
or illness
theand
dayboth
of the
buttothe
Judge
must the
be execution
notified the
of competition
prior
performance.
does not execute properly or the performer falls out of the move and both poms have not been properly flipped to the top of the hand (the purpose of the hands-free grip)

Failure to notify the Rules Judge will result in disqualification of the subsequent routines.
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Front Handspring - at one point performer is completely airborne with hip over head rotation. Allowed without spotting as long as hand(s) touch the floor in the approach. May be executed with one or
in the
venue
they
areorcompeting
Do not go
to be
theexecuted
warm up
in or
Hy-Vee
Hall
unless
thisassessed
is where you are performing within the next 30 minutes. Do not arrive
two
hands
free of
objects
poms. Frontin.
Handsprings
must
1 ofarea
2 ways
a 15-point
penalty
will be
any earlier due to limited space for teams to prepare. No live music can be played in this area as it is adjacent to the performance floor. ISDTA mats will be provided
Options:

APPLIES TO

Solos
Disqualification
5 point deduction from High School Team
High School Team
College Team
total score

15 point deduction
5 point
from
total score
Poms must
be picked up during the exit. Penalty for returning to the floor to retrieve poms.
deduction/infraction
15-point
penalty
from total score
penalties apply if
Proper spotting means the spotter must be fully engaged, paying attention to the performer executing the lift/stunt/trick, and have both hands completely free of any 10 point
proper spotting is not
objects
including
poms.
Pomswithin
cannot
beroutine
in or on
a spotter’s
hands
while
Theonspotter
must be within arms reach of the performer in case the lift/stunt/trick deduction/infraction
Light sticks
cannot
be thrown
the
and
performers
cannot
hitspotting.
light sticks
the floor.
executed. Reference
doesn’t execute properly. No gymnastic stunts (flips, etc.) without proper spotting will be allowed in any category of competition. Choreography scoring will be lower from total score
specific section on
on routines that rely on gymnastic/acrobatic abilities in place of dance maneuvers.
5 point deduction
penalty
deduction from
No other props or objects of any kind may be used in this category.
total
score
Cartwheels: allowed without spotting and may be executed with one or two hands free of objects or poms. The hand(s) that is on the floor must be executed 1 of 3 ways or a 15-point penalty will be

Warm-up areas will be in all venues. Teams and Soloists should report to the warm-up/check-in area 30 minutes prior to their performance. Teams should warm-up

Warm-Up Areas

Solos
15 point deduction
High School Team
from total score
College Team
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score

If a team in these categories does not need the set-up or take-down time, then a team is allowed 30 seconds to enter and 30 seconds to exit.
A dancer may never be released over head into the air. There must always be physical contact from the base of the stunt/trick/lift with the "flyer.”

assessed:
In the categories listed below, backdrops and additional props cannot be used during the routine. Staging the routine is not allowed. A penalty will be assessed if
Options:
this occurs. Categories: Pom, Jazz, Hip Hop, Lyrical, Contemporary, Kick, and Military.
1. Completely remove both poms or objects from hands (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2. If executing with one hand, objects or poms must be placed into the hand not in contact with the floor during the execution of the move.
A Ifcostume
such
as a hood,
glove,
handkerchiefs
or scarf
a routine
but the
movement
be very iflimited
- it
3.
poms are accessory
being used, use
hands-free
grips hat,
for both
pomsgoggles,
and both poms
MUST be flipped
to thecan
top ofbe
themaneuvered
hand during thewithin
execution
of the move.
A 15-point
penaltyshould
will be assessed
the move
does
notup
execute
properly
or to
thedetermine
performer falls
out of
the move
and
both poms
have not been
properly
to the top of
the handNote:
(the purpose
of the hands-free
will be
to the
judges
if the
routine
has
enough
scoresheet
content
forflipped
the category
entered.
read more
on glovesgrip)
in the costume section.

High School Team

Solos
High School Team
High School
Team
College
Team
College Team
High School Team
College Team

page 2

High School Team

15 point deduction
from total score

High School Team
College Team

Disqualification

Solos

Disqualification

High School Team

2022-2023 ISDTA RULES
Stunts / Airborne Leaps

RULE

PENALTY

Due to the high risk of injury, the ISDTA has ruled that stunts and/or airborne leaps into the splits, body falls, etc. NOT be choreographed into any routines. Weight
must be born first on the feet to break the impact. The Rules Judge will disqualify any team in violation of this rule.

ISDTA COMPETITION RULES

Disqualification

Solos
High School Team
College Team

15 point deduction
from total score

Solos
High School Team
College Team

The following are illegal: knee drops, basket/aerial tosses, shoulder stands, and pyramids.

Illegal Moves and
Lifts/Stunts

ROUTINE RULES (CONT.)

A dancer may never be released over head into the air. There must always be physical contact from the base of the stunt/trick/lift with the "flyer.”

APPLIES TO

15-point penalty

2022-2023

penalties apply if

Proper Spotting

2022-2023 ISDTA RULES

Length of Routine /
Entrance-Exit

Proper spotting means the spotter must be fully engaged, paying attention to the performer executing the lift/stunt/trick, and have both hands completely free of any
proper spotting is not
objects including poms. Poms cannot be in or on a spotter’s hands while spotting. The spotter must be within arms reach of the performer in case the lift/stunt/trick
executed. Reference
doesn’t execute properly. No gymnastic stunts (flips, etc.) without proper spotting will be allowed in any category of competition. Choreography scoring will be lower
specificPENALTY
section on
RULE
on routines that rely on gymnastic/acrobatic abilities in place of dance maneuvers.

penalty deduction

Cartwheels:
allowed
spottingof
and
may be executed
one or two
hands
freeaofmaximum
objects or poms.
The hand(s)
that15
is on
the floor(2:15).
must be Itexecuted
1 of 3 ways oryour
a 15-point
penalty
be
Routines must
be without
a minimum
1 minute
and 30 with
seconds
(1:30),
and
of 2 minutes
and
seconds
is recommended
routine
is 2 will
minutes
assessed:
in length. A penalty will be assessed if your routine is shorter than 1:30 or longer than 2:15. Time your music prior to competition. Note there is no variable speed
Options:
equipment
the competition.
1.
Completely at
remove
both poms or objects from hands (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2. If executing with one hand, objects or poms must be placed into the hand not in contact with the floor during the execution of the move.
3.
If pomsbegins
are being
used,
hands-free
grips for both
poms and both
poms
be music.
flipped toTiming
the top of
the hand
the execution
of the move.
A 15-point penalty
willbeat
be assessed
if the
move
Timing
with
theuse
first
choreographed
movement,
word,
orMUST
beat of
ends
withduring
the last
choreographed
movement,
word, or
of music
executed
does
execute properly or the performer falls out of the move and both poms have not been properly flipped to the top of the hand (the purpose of the hands-free grip)
by annotindividual.
Front or Back Walkovers – allowed without spotting as long as hand(s) stay on the floor. May be executed with one or two hands free of objects or poms. The hand(s) that is on the floor must be
You have
seconds
to takepenalty
position
forassessed:
your judged routine and 30 seconds to exit the floor. You may not add the entrance or exit times of 30 seconds to your
executed
1 of30
3 ways
or a 15-point
will be
Options:
performance. Entrances and exits are not judged.
1. Completely remove both poms or objects from hands (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2. If executing with one hand, objects or poms must be placed into the hand not in contact with the floor during the execution of the move.
Your
performance
may
start
behindgrips
thefor
boundary
black
linebeon
the to
gym
3.
If poms
are being used,
use
hands-free
both pomsline
and (outer
both poms
MUST
flipped
the floor).
top of the hand during the execution of the move. A 15-point penalty will be assessed if the move
does
execute
properly
or the performer
out of the move
and both and
poms30
have
not been(1:30),
properlyand
flipped
to the top of of
the3hand
(the purpose
hands-free
ColornotGuard
team
routines
must befalls
a minimum
of 1 minute
seconds
a maximum
minutes
(3:00).ofAthepenalty
willgrip)
be assessed if your routine

shorter than 1:30 or longer than 3:00. Time your music prior to competition. Note there is no variable speed equipment at the competition.

Length of Routine: Color
Guard (team)
Lifts/Stunts
Acrobatic/Gymnastics
Moves

Length of Routine: Show
Production

Set-up and Take-Down
Times

APPLIES TO

Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team

is

Front Handspring - at one point performer is completely airborne with hip over head rotation. Allowed without spotting as long as hand(s) touch the floor in the approach. May be executed with one or
two
handsbegins
free of objects
or poms.
Front Handspringsmovement,
must be executed
1 of
ways of
or amusic.
15-pointTiming
penalty ends
will be with
assessed
Timing
with the
first choreographed
word,
or2 beat
the last choreographed movement, word, or beat of music executed
Options:
by an individual.
1. Completely remove both poms or objects (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2. If executing with one hand, objects or poms must be placed into the hand not in contact with the floor during the approach and execution of the move.

Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym floor).

Back Handspring - at one point performer is completely airborne with hip over head rotation. Only allowed with proper spotting. May be executed with one or two hands free of objects or poms. Back
Show Production routine length must be a minimum of 3 minutes (3:00) and a maximum of 5 minutes (5:00). A penalty will be assessed if your routine is shorter
Handsprings must be executed 1 of 2 ways or a 15-point penalty will be assessed:
than 3:00 or longer than 5:00.
Options:
1. Completely remove both poms or objects from hands (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
2.
If executing
withwith
one hand,
objects
or poms must be
placed into the
handor
notbeat
in contact
with theTiming
floor during
thewith
approach
and choreographed
execution of the move.
Timing
begins
the first
choreographed
movement,
word,
of music.
ends
the last
movement, word, or beat of music executed

by an
individual.
Dive
Roll
- at one point performer is completely airborne. Allowed without spotting as long as both hands touch the floor in the approach. Must be executed with hands free of objects or poms and must
be executed 1 way or a 15-point penalty will be assessed:
Option:
Your performance may start behind the boundary line (outer black line on the gym
1. Completely remove both poms or objects from hands (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)

High School Team
College Team

5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
Solos
15 point deduction
High School Team
from total score
College Team
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score

floor).

There is a set-up/entrance time of 2:00 and take-down/exit time of 2:00 for Show Production, Color Guard, Prop, Novelty, Lights, Hoopla, All-Male, and Co-Ed.
Timing
be synchronized
the and
team
thecatch
official
timer; due
timing
begins at the
entrance
the black
curtain
andwith
willtwo
behands
announced
in 15orsecond
intervals.
Kip
Ups -will
performers
must push offwith
the floor
be and
able to
themselves
to over-rotation.
Allowed
without of
spotting.
Must be
executed
free of objects
poms. The
hands on the
floor
must be executed
1 of 2set-up
ways orentrance
a 15-point and/or
penalty will
be assessed: will result in penalty not to exceed 10 total points.
Exceeding
2:00 during
take-down/exit
Options:
1. Completely remove both poms or objects from hands (set on floor, give to another dancer, etc.)
Set-up
take-downs
not judged.
2.
If pomsand
are being
used, useare
hands-free
grips for both poms and both poms MUST be flipped to the top of the hand during the execution of the move. A 15-point penalty will be assessed if the move
does not execute properly or the performer falls out of the move and both poms have not been properly flipped to the top of the hand (the purpose of the hands-free grip)

5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score

If a team in these categories does not need the set-up or take-down time, then a team is allowed 30 seconds to enter and 30 seconds to exit.

Front Aerial - not allowed at all, unless properly supported. See Aerial Ruling. 15-point penalty assessed if executed without proper support.

Pom Category: Leaving
Poms on Floor
Tumbling Passes Not
Allowed
Light Category: Light
Sticks Thrown
Hoopla: No Other Props
or Objects
No Props or Backdrops
Allowed in Certain
Categories

Front
Back be
Tuck
(no hands
on the ground)
– not
allowedfor
at all
unless fullto
supported
sides ofpoms.
the performer. If executed without proper support a 15-point penalty will be assessed.
Pomsormust
picked
up during
the exit.
Penalty
returning
the floorontoboth
retrieve

Tumbling passes where gymnastic moves are performed in a sequential way are not allowed at all. If performed, a 15-point penalty will be assessed.
Light sticks cannot be thrown within the routine and performers cannot hit light sticks on the floor.
No other props or objects of any kind may be used in this category.
In the categories listed below, backdrops and additional props cannot be used during the routine. Staging the routine is not allowed. A penalty will be assessed if
this occurs. Categories: Pom, Jazz, Hip Hop, Lyrical, Contemporary, Kick, and Military.
A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very limited - it
will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered. Note: read more on gloves in the costume section.

5 point
deduction/infraction
from total score
15 point deduction
10 point
from total score
deduction/infraction
from total score
5 point deduction from
total score

High School Team

15 point deduction
from total score

High School Team
College Team

Disqualification

Solos

Solo Performance Order

Performance order is randomly determined. Do not switch the order of your soloists or it will result in disqualification.

Performing less than
Minimum or more than
Maximum

A team cannot perform less than their minimum or more than their maximum number - doing so will result in disqualification. However, a team can perform with less
than their minimum if an injury or illness occurs the day of the competition, but the Rules Judge must be notified the day of competition prior to the performance.
Disqualification
Failure to notify the Rules Judge will result in disqualification of the subsequent routines.

Warm-Up Areas

Warm-up areas will be in all venues. Teams and Soloists should report to the warm-up/check-in area 30 minutes prior to their performance. Teams should warm-up
in the venue they are competing in. Do not go to the warm up area in Hy-Vee Hall unless this is where you are performing within the next 30 minutes. Do not arrive
any earlier due to limited space for teams to prepare. No live music can be played in this area as it is adjacent to the performance floor. ISDTA mats will be provided
for aerial and headspring practices.
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High School Team
College Team
Solos
High School Team
College
Team
High School
Team

page 3

High School Team

ISDTA COMPETITION RULES

2022-2023

ROUTINE RULES (CONT.)
2022-2023 ISDTA RULES

RULE

PENALTY

APPLIES TO

Shoulder Sit: when a performer is sitting on the shoulders of another performer with both legs straddled around the neck is allowed with a spotter. A penalty will be
assessed if there is no spotter.

Shoulder Sits

Partner Sit (two person base): when a performer is sitting/perched on two shoulders (two people are the base). Both bases need to each have a hand on the leg of
the perched performer to provide spotting; so that both legs are supported. A penalty will be assessed if both bases are not in contact with the performer who is
perched.
Partner Sit (one person base): when a performer is sitting/perched on one shoulder of another performer and legs are not straddled around the neck is ok without a
spotter.

5 point deduction from High School Team
total score
College Team

Be sure to reference the definition of spotter.
5-point penalty

Partner lifts overhead require the base performer to have two hands on the lifted performer the entire time the performer is lifted, even if the base performer’s arms
are partially or fully extended. The flyer is also required to have at least one hand on the base performer at all times.

Partner Lifts

A penalty will be assessed if the base performer does not have two hands on the performer lifted overhead and/or if the flyer does not have contact with the base
performer.

15 point deduction
from total score

High School Team
College Team

15-point penalty

A spotter is required when a dancer is stepping on the backs of more than one dancer. Multiple steps and/or levels require a spotter. For example: stair stepping,
running, more than one step in a row. A penalty will be assessed if there is no spotter.
A spotter is not required if a dancer is only taking one step and/or standing on the back of another dancer. The dancer being stepped on must be on all fours (hands

Running or Stepping on a
and knees on floor).
Dancer's Back

5 point deduction from High School Team
total score
College Team

Be sure to reference the definition of spotter.
5-point penalty

Failure to Report to Rules The director/coach/representative must report to the Rules Table in the performance venue at the beginning of the preceding routine. Failure to do so results in a
penalty. The performance will proceed without a director/coach/representative, if they do not show.
Table

Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team

Solos

Photography During
Performance

No photography (including iPads, cameras on a phone, video cameras, or any photographic device) by the director/coach/representative from the Rules Table while 5 point deduction from
High School Team
their contestant/team is performing. Assistant coaches, alternates, etc. may take photographs or video.
total score

Excessive Coaching
During Performance

No excessive coaching by the head coach, other coaches/staff or alternates/non-performers who are seated on the chairs or on the floor next to the coach (by the
announcer). Excessive coaching includes calling out counts of the routine.

Gum-Chewing During
Performance

Gum-chewing is not allowed during a performance.
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College Team
Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team
Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team

Running or Stepping on a
and knees on floor).
Dancer's Back

5 point deduction from High School Team
total score
College Team

Be sure to reference the definition of spotter.
5-point penalty

ISDTA COMPETITION RULES

2022-2023

ROUTINE RULES (CONT.)

Failure to Report to Rules The director/coach/representative must report to the Rules Table in the performance venue at the beginning of the preceding routine. Failure to do so results in a
penalty. The performance will proceed without a director/coach/representative, if they do not show.
Table

2022-2023 ISDTA RULES
Photography During
Performance
Excessive Coaching
During Performance
Shoulder Sits
Gum-Chewing During
Performance

RULE

PENALTY

Partner Sit (two person base): when a performer is sitting/perched on two shoulders (two people are the base). Both bases need to each have a hand on the leg of
No
coachingtoby
the head
coach,soother
alternates/non-performers
who are seated
on the are
chairs
the floor
to the coach
(byisthe
the excessive
perched performer
provide
spotting;
that coaches/staff
both legs are or
supported.
A penalty will be assessed
if both bases
notor
in on
contact
withnext
the performer
who
announcer).
Excessive coaching includes calling out counts of the routine.
perched.

5 point deduction from
total score
5 point deduction from
total score
Partner Sit (one person base): when a performer is sitting/perched on one shoulder of another performer and legs are not straddled around the neck is ok without a 5 point deduction from
Gum-chewing
is not allowed during a performance.
spotter.
total score
Be sure to reference the definition of spotter.

Partner Lifts

APPLIES TO

Shoulder
Sit: when
a performer
is cameras
sitting onon
theashoulders
of another
performer
with both legsdevice)
straddled
around
the neck is allowed with afrom
spotter.
A penalty
willwhile
be 5 point deduction from Solos
No
photography
(including
iPads,
phone, video
cameras,
or any photographic
by the
director/coach/representative
the Rules
Table
High School Team
assessed
if there is noisspotter.
their
contestant/team
performing. Assistant coaches, alternates, etc. may take photographs or video.
total score

Fine for Floor Damage at There will be a minimum $100 fine for any damage to the floor of the Competition venues caused by any items: shoes, props, black marks and scuffs, scratches,
etc.
Venues
5-point penalty
Solo & Team Music
Upload

Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team

$100 fine assessed

Solo and Team performance music must uploaded in the correct format online at www.isdta.net by the due date.
Partner lifts overhead require the base performer to have two hands on the lifted performer the entire time the performer is lifted, even if the base performer’s arms
are partially or fully extended. The flyer is also required to have at least one hand on the base performer at all times.
A penalty will be assessed if the base performer does not have two hands on the performer lifted overhead and/or if the flyer does not have contact with the base
performer.

College Team
Solos
High School Team
College
Team
High School
Team
College Team
Solos
High School Team
College Team
Solos
High School Team
College Team
Solos
High School Team
College Team
page 4

15 point deduction
from total score

High School Team
College Team

15-point penalty

A spotter is required when a dancer is stepping on the backs of more than one dancer. Multiple steps and/or levels require a spotter. For example: stair stepping,
running, more than one step in a row. A penalty will be assessed if there is no spotter.
A spotter is not required if a dancer is only taking one step and/or standing on the back of another dancer. The dancer being stepped on must be on all fours (hands

Running or Stepping on a
and knees on floor).
Dancer's Back

5 point deduction from High School Team
total score
College Team

Be sure to reference the definition of spotter.
5-point penalty

Failure to Report to Rules The director/coach/representative must report to the Rules Table in the performance venue at the beginning of the preceding routine. Failure to do so results in a
penalty. The performance will proceed without a director/coach/representative, if they do not show.
Table

Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team

Solos

Photography During
Performance

No photography (including iPads, cameras on a phone, video cameras, or any photographic device) by the director/coach/representative from the Rules Table while 5 point deduction from
High School Team
their contestant/team is performing. Assistant coaches, alternates, etc. may take photographs or video.
total score

Excessive Coaching
During Performance

No excessive coaching by the head coach, other coaches/staff or alternates/non-performers who are seated on the chairs or on the floor next to the coach (by the
announcer). Excessive coaching includes calling out counts of the routine.

Gum-Chewing During
Performance

Gum-chewing is not allowed during a performance.
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College Team
Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team
Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score

ISDTA COMPETITION RULES

2022-2023

MUSIC RULES
2022-2023 ISDTA RULES

RULE

PENALTY

APPLIES TO

Directors/coaches or representatives must have back-up music in hand during their contestant/team performance. Coaches are required to have the appropriate
adapter for their electronic device. Back-up music can be on a phone, iPad or other electronic device. In the event of music failure and the
Solos
5 point deduction from
Back-Up Music: for music director/coach/representative has no back-up music in hand, a penalty of 5 points will be deducted from the total score of the performance.

malfunction

Once the performance continues, judges will judge from the point the music malfunctioned. If the back-up music malfunctions the judges will judge what was
performed.

Back-Up Music cannot be The director/coach/representative will be allowed three minutes to produce back-up music. If it is not produced within this 3-minute timeframe, the contestant/team
forfeits that performance.
produced

total score

High School Team
College Team

Solos
Forfeit of performance High School Team
College Team

All performers are expected to use the designated dressing areas at each competition.
Hy-Vee Hall 'A' is used for high school teams // Colleges have assigned dressing rooms:
-Absolutely NO dressing/un-dressing in the open area - use the curtained off areas
2022-2023 ISDTA RULES -Separate dressing areas are provided for females and males
RULE
PENALTY
APPLIES TO
Solos
-Feet need to be covered at all times when not performing
Dressing Room
Directors/coaches
or ear
representatives
must have back-up music in hand during their contestant/team performance. Coaches are required to have the appropriate
-No live music, bring
buds
High School Team
Guidelines
adapter
for food
theiror
electronic
device. will
Back-up
music
can be
onfind.
a phone, iPad or other electronic device. In the event of music failure and the
-No outside
coolers. Security
remove
anything
they
Solos
College Team
5
point
deduction
from
Back-Up Music: for music director/coach/representative
has
no
back-up
music
in
hand,
a
penalty
of
5
points
will
be
deducted
from
the
total
score
of
the
performance.
-Please take up a small area for your team's belongings
High School Team
total
score
malfunction
-Teams are responsible for their own belongings - leave valuables at home.
College Team
Once
the
performance
continues,
judges
will
judge
from
the
point
the
music
malfunctioned.
If
the
back-up
music
malfunctions
the
judges
will
judge
what
was
-Bring your own mirrors, power strips, extension cords, etc. Label anything you bring with school and coach name.
performed.
-Stretching in the dressing area is permitted; however, no full-out practicing will be allowed

COSTUME RULES

Back-Up Music cannot be The
will be
three
minutes
to produce
back-up
it is not
within
thissafety
3-minute
timeframe,
thefrom
contestant/team
In thedirector/coach/representative
event of a costume malfunction
thatallowed
exposes
body
parts, ISDTA
suggests
the music.
dancerIfleave
theproduced
floor for their
own
and to
not distract
the entire

Costume ISDTA RULES
2022-2023
produced

RULE
forfeits
performance.
routine.that
Dancers
are encouraged to practice with their performance costume prior
to competition; however, unpredictable situations may occur.
Malfunction/Illness/Injury
If a dancer becomes ill during a performance, please tell your dancers to leave the floor before they get sick, collapse, or injure them self or others.
During Performance
Directors/coaches
or
representatives
must
have
back-up
music
in
hand
during
their
contestant/team performance. Coaches are required to have the appropriate
In the
case of aare
major
injury or
fall on
performance
floor, areas
the routine
willcompetition.
be stopped.
All
performers
expected
to use
thethe
designated
dressing
at each
adapterHall
for their
device.
can have
be onassigned
a phone,dressing
iPad or other
electronic device. In the event of music failure and the
Hy-Vee
'A' is electronic
used for high
schoolBack-up
teams //music
Colleges
rooms:
as aNO
part
of a costumehas
is allowed.
Back-Up Music: for music Jewelry
director/coach/representative
no back-up
music
in -hand,
a penalty
of 5offpoints
-Absolutely
dressing/un-dressing
in the open
area
use the
curtained
areaswill be deducted from the total score of the performance.
malfunction
-Separate dressing areas are provided for females and males
Acceptable
jewelry
includes:
pierced
ears
innot
earlobes
only
(no
cartilage
earrings,
gauges, etc.),
clip
earrings,
chokers
without dangling
pendants,
hair
accessories.
Once need
the performance
continues,
judges
will
judge
from
the
point
the music
malfunctioned.
If the
back-up
music
malfunctions
the judges
will judge
what
was
-Feet
to
be covered
at all
times
when
performing
Dressing
Room
Jewelry
performed.
-No
live music, bring ear buds
Guidelines
Unacceptable
jewelry:
Necklaces,
dangling
earrings,
hoop
earrings
(including
ear,
eye,
brow,
nose,
etc.),
piercings
in
any
area
other
than
the
ear
lobe
(cartilage
of
-No outside food or coolers. Security will remove anything they find.
Back-Up Music cannot be The
director/coach/representative
will team's
be
allowed
three
produce
back-up
music.
If it is not
produced
this 3-minute
the contestant/team
the
ear,
belly,
tongue,
eyebrow,
etc.)
Every
effort minutes
must be to
made
to remove
these
piercings.
If they
cannotwithin
be removed
withouttimeframe,
causing physical
pain, they
-Please
take up
a small
area fornose,
your
belongings
forfeits
performance.
produced
must bethat
taped
over with for
a flesh-toned
band aid. Flesh
orvaluables
clear plugs
be inserted once piercings have been removed.
-Teams
are
responsible
their own belongings
- leave
at may
home.
Gloves
Costume
Malfunction/Illness/Injury
During Performance
Dressing
Room
Guidelines
Prohibited Footwear
Jewelry
Costume
Malfunction/Illness/Injury
Tights are required
During Performance
Gloves
Bare Midriff
Jewelry
Prohibited Footwear
Shirtless Male Performer

-Bring your own mirrors, power strips, extension cords, etc. Label anything you bring with school and coach name.
Recommendation
(not
a penalty)
choreography
includes
hands
floor
(headstands,
All performers
aredressing
expected
to use
the designated
dressing
areason
at the
each
competition.
-Stretching
in the
area
isifpermitted;
however,
no full-out
practicing
will
be allowed cartwheels, etc.) to have grippers on the gloves (hand bell gloves are a
suggestion),
practice
with
gloves,
consider
a gauntlet
style
glove. Gloves
acceptable and are a part of costumes, we make these recommendations to
Hy-Vee Hall 'A'
is used
forthe
high
schoolorteams
// Colleges
have
assigned
dressingare
rooms:
In
the event
of adressing/un-dressing
costume
malfunctioninthat
body
parts,
suggests
the dancer leave the floor for their own safety and to not distract from the entire
ensure
the safety
of the athletes.
-Absolutely
NO
theexposes
open area
- use
the ISDTA
curtained
off areas
routine.
Dancers
areareas
encouraged
to practice
with their
performance
costume prior to competition; however, unpredictable situations may occur.
-Separate
dressing
are provided
for females
malesat all times
Dancers
may
perform
barefoot.
Foot covering
mustand
be worn
except in performance area.
If
a dancer
ill during
performance,
tell your dancers to leave the floor before they get sick, collapse, or injure them self or others.
-Feet
need becomes
to be covered
at allatimes
when notplease
performing
In
the
case
of
a
major
injury
or
fall
on
the
performance
floor,
the
routine
will
be stopped.
-No live music,
ear budsas long as the soles and heels of the shoes are
Character
shoesbring
are allowed
rubber/non-marking. We recommend a 1” – 1.5” heel for the safety of performers.
-No outside food or coolers. Security will remove anything they find.
Jewelry as a part of a costume is allowed.
-Please
a small
area for
team's belongings
None
of take
theseuptypes
of shoes
willyour
be allowed
on the performance floor: tap shoes, pointe shoes, roller blades, roller skates, cowboy boots or black tuxedo shoes.
-Teams are responsible
for wheels
their own
belongings
- leave
at home. should be checked to make sure they do not make black marks on the floor. If a pair of
Skateboards
or shoes
with
willears
not in
beearlobes
allowed.
Allvaluables
black-soled
Acceptable jewelry
includes:
pierced
only
(no cartilageshoes
earrings, gauges, etc.), clip earrings, chokers without dangling pendants, hair accessories.
-Bring your
own during
mirrors,a power
strips, extension
anything
you bring
coach name.
shoes
are worn
performance
and createcords,
marksetc.
on Label
the floor,
the routine
couldwith
be school
stoppedand
to prevent
further damage to the floor.
-Stretching in the dressing area is permitted; however, no full-out practicing will be allowed
Unacceptable
jewelry:
dangling earrings,
hoop
earrings
(including
ear, eye,
brow,
nose,
in any area
lobe dancers.
(cartilageItof
Tights are required
for Necklaces,
all female performers.
Tights are
required
with
all costumes
except
when
full etc.),
lengthpiercings
jazz pants/pants
areother
beingthan
wornthe
byear
female
is
In
the
event
oftongue,
a costume
malfunction
thatallexposes
body
parts,
suggests
leave Ifthe
floor
for
their
own
safety
andare
tocausing
not distract
the entire
the
ear,
belly,
eyebrow,
nose,
etc.)
Every
effort
must
beISDTA
made to
remove
these
piercings.
they
cannot
be removed
without
physical
pain,
they
strongly
suggested
tights
are
worn
under
costumes
for
a seamless,
clean
lookthe
(i.e.dancer
no
underwear
lines).
Bottoms
over
tights
required
in from
addition
to
any
routine.
arewith
encouraged
to practice
withFlesh
their
performance
prior
to competition;
however,
unpredictable
situations
occur.
must
be Dancers
taped over
a flesh-toned
bandunder
aid.
or clear
plugscostume
may
once
have
been
removed.
undergarments
(i.e.
bloomers,
spandex
a skirt).
A penalty
will be
beinserted
assessed
forpiercings
any female
dancer
not wearing
tights may
or appropriate
coverage over
If
a dancer
the
tights. becomes ill during a performance, please tell your dancers to leave the floor before they get sick, collapse, or injure them self or others.
Recommendation
(notinjury
a penalty)
ifon
choreography
includes
hands
on the will
floor
(headstands,
cartwheels, etc.) to have grippers on the gloves (hand bell gloves are a
In
the
case
of
a
major
or
fall
the
performance
floor,
the
routine
be
stopped.
Male dancers are not required to wear tights; the decision on whether or not to wear tights is up to the comfort and discretion of the dancer and their coach. A
suggestion), practice with the gloves, or consider a gauntlet style glove. Gloves are acceptable and are a part of costumes, we make these recommendations to
penalty will
not
beofassessed
if aismale
dancer is not wearing tights.
Jewelry
as a
part
costume
allowed.
ensure the
safety
of athe
athletes.
Appropriate
is required.
Bare
midriffs
andbe
sports-bra
styling
not allowed.
The midriff
is the area from the armpits down to the waist/side seam to side
Dancers
maycostuming
perform barefoot.
Foot
covering
must
worn at all
timesare
except
in performance
area.
Acceptable
jewelry
includes:
pierced
earsfabric
in earlobes
only
(notight
cartilage
earrings,
gauges,
clip earrings,
chokers
withoutwith
dangling
accessories.
seam in front
must be
covered.
A secure
inset or
body
is required
if any
area ofetc.),
the midriff
is exposed.
Costumes
open pendants,
backs are hair
acceptable
as long
as no areashoes
of the are
midriff
defined
above
exposed.
Character
allowed
as long
asisthe
soles and heels of the shoes are rubber/non-marking. We recommend a 1” – 1.5” heel for the safety of performers.
Unacceptable jewelry: Necklaces, dangling earrings, hoop earrings (including ear, eye, brow, nose, etc.), piercings in any area other than the ear lobe (cartilage of
the ear, belly, tongue, eyebrow, nose, etc.) Every effort must be made to remove these piercings. If they cannot be removed without causing physical pain, they
None
of these types
ofnot
shoes
will be
allowed on the performance floor: tap shoes, pointe shoes, roller blades, roller skates, cowboy boots or black tuxedo shoes.
Male performers
may
shirtless.
must
be taped over
with
aperform
flesh-toned
band aid. Flesh or clear plugs may be inserted once piercings have been removed.
Skateboards or shoes with wheels will not be allowed. All black-soled shoes should be checked to make sure they do not make black marks on the floor. If a pair of
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Solos
Forfeit PENALTY
of performance HighAPPLIES
School Team
TO
College Team
Solos
High School Team
College Team
Solos
Solos
High School
School Team
Team
High
College Team
Solos
College
High School Team
College Team
Solos
recommendation only,
High School Team
no penalty
College Team
5 point deduction from
total score
5 point
deduction/infraction
from total score
Forfeit of performance
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from total score
5 point
deduction/infraction
from total score

Solos
High
SolosSchool Team
College
Team
High School
Team
College Team
Solos
High School Team
College

Solos
10 point deduction
High School Team
from total score
Solos
recommendation only, College Team
High School Team
no penalty
College Team
Solos
10point
point deduction
5
Solos
High School Team
from total score
deduction/infraction
High
School
Team
College
Team
Solos
10
point
deduction
from total score
College
High
SolosSchool Team
from
total
score from
5 point
deduction
College
Team
High School
Team
total score

-Stretching in the dressing area is permitted; however, no full-out practicing will be allowed

Costume
Malfunction/Illness/Injury
During Performance

In the event of a costume malfunction that exposes body parts, ISDTA suggests the dancer leave the floor for their own safety and to not distract from the entire
routine. Dancers are encouraged to practice with their performance costume prior to competition; however, unpredictable situations may occur.
If a dancer becomes ill during a performance, please tell your dancers to leave the floor before they get sick, collapse, or injure them self or others.
In the case of a major injury or fall on the performance floor, the routine will be stopped.

ISDTA COMPETITION RULES

2022-2023

Jewelry as a part of a costume is allowed.

COSTUMING
RULES (CONT.)
Jewelry

Acceptable jewelry includes: pierced ears in earlobes only (no cartilage earrings, gauges, etc.), clip earrings, chokers without dangling pendants, hair accessories.
Unacceptable jewelry: Necklaces, dangling earrings, hoop earrings (including ear, eye, brow, nose, etc.), piercings in any area other than the ear lobe (cartilage of
the ear, belly, tongue, eyebrow, nose, etc.) Every effort must be made to remove these piercings. If they cannot be removed without causing physical pain, they
must be taped over with a flesh-toned band aid. Flesh or clear plugs may be inserted once piercings have been removed.

Gloves
2022-2023
ISDTA RULES

Recommendation (not a penalty) if choreography includes hands on the floor (headstands, cartwheels, etc.) to have grippers on the gloves (hand bell gloves are a
suggestion), practice with the gloves, or consider a gauntlet style glove. GlovesRULE
are acceptable and are a part of costumes, we make these recommendations to
ensure the safety of the athletes.

5 point
deduction/infraction
from total score

Solos
High School Team
College

Solos
recommendation only,
HighAPPLIES
School Team
PENALTY
TO
no penalty
College Team

Directors/coaches
or representatives
must have
back-up
music
in times
hand during
contestant/team
Dancers
may perform
barefoot. Foot covering
must
be worn
at all
except their
in performance
area. performance. Coaches are required to have the appropriate
adapter for their electronic device. Back-up music can be on a phone, iPad or other electronic device. In the event of music failure and the
Solos
5 point deduction from Solos
Back-Up Music: for music Character
director/coach/representative
haslong
no back-up
music
in heels
hand,of
a the
penalty
of 5
points
will be deducted We
fromrecommend
the total score
shoes are allowed as
as the soles
and
shoes
are
rubber/non-marking.
a 1”of– the
1.5”performance.
heel for the safety of performers.

Prohibited
malfunctionFootwear

Once of
thethese
performance
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will on
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the point floor:
the music
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If theroller
back-up
music
malfunctions
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judgetuxedo
what was
None
types of continues,
shoes will be
allowed
thefrom
performance
tap shoes,
pointe shoes,
blades,
roller
skates, cowboy
bootswill
or black
shoes.
performed. or shoes with wheels will not be allowed. All black-soled shoes should be checked to make sure they do not make black marks on the floor. If a pair of
Skateboards
shoes are worn during a performance and create marks on the floor, the routine could be stopped to prevent further damage to the floor.
Back-Up Music cannot be The director/coach/representative will be allowed three minutes to produce back-up music. If it is not produced within this 3-minute timeframe, the contestant/team
Tights
for all female performers. Tights are required with all costumes except when full length jazz pants/pants are being worn by female dancers. It is
forfeitsare
thatrequired
performance.
produced
strongly suggested tights are worn under all costumes for a seamless, clean look (i.e. no underwear lines). Bottoms over tights are required in addition to any
undergarments
bloomers,
spandex
under adressing
skirt). Aareas
penalty
will be
assessed for any female dancer not wearing tights or appropriate coverage over
All performers are(i.e.
expected
to use
the designated
at each
competition.
Tights are required
the
tights.
Hy-Vee
Hall 'A' is used for high school teams // Colleges have assigned dressing rooms:
Male
dancers
not required to wearintights;
the decision
onthe
whether
or not
wear tights is up to the comfort and discretion of the dancer and their coach. A
-Absolutely
NOare
dressing/un-dressing
the open
area - use
curtained
offto
areas
penalty
willdressing
not be assessed
a male dancer
is not and
wearing
tights.
-Separate
areas areifprovided
for females
males

Dressing Room
Bare Midriff
Guidelines
Shirtless Male Performer
Clothing
CostumeRemoval only
with
Prior Approval
Malfunction/Illness/Injury
During Performance
Tattoos only with Prior
Approval
Jewelry

Gloves

-Feet
need tocostuming
be covered
at all times
when
not performing
Appropriate
is required.
Bare
midriffs
and sports-bra styling are not allowed. The midriff is the area from the armpits down to the waist/side seam to side
-No
live
bring
buds A secure fabric inset or body tight is required if any area of the midriff is exposed. Costumes with open backs are acceptable as long
seam
in music,
front must
beear
covered.
-No
outside
food
or
coolers.
Security
will
remove
anything they find.
as no area of the midriff defined above is exposed.
-Please take up a small area for your team's belongings
-Teams are responsible for their own belongings - leave valuables at home.
Male
may notpower
perform
shirtless.
-Bringperformers
your own mirrors,
strips,
extension cords, etc. Label anything you bring with school and coach name.
-Stretching in the dressing area is permitted; however, no full-out practicing will be allowed

10 point deduction
total score
from total score

High School Team
High School Team
College Team
College Team

Solos
Forfeit of performance High School Team
College Team
Solos
10 point deduction
High School Team
from total score
College Team

10 point deduction
from total score

Solos
Solos
High
High School
School Team
Team
College
College Team
Team

Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team
Solos
In the event
of a costume
malfunction
exposes
body
parts,
ISDTA suggests
the dancer
leaveFailure
the floor
for their own
to notprocess
distract by
from
Clothing
removal
is only permitted
withthat
prior
approval
from
the Contest
Director (Solo
or Team).
to complete
the safety
online and
approval
thethe
dueentire
date will 10 point deduction
High School Team
routine.
result
in Dancers
a penalty.are encouraged to practice with their performance costume prior to competition; however, unpredictable situations may occur.
from total score
College Team
If a dancer becomes ill during a performance, please tell your dancers to leave the floor before they get sick, collapse, or injure them self or others.
In the case of
a major
injury
or fall on Request
the performance
floor, the routine
will be
stopped. or temporary) for enhancement of the costuming for the performance needs 10 point
Solos
Permanent
tattoos
must
be covered.
of wearing/displaying
a tattoo
(permanent
prior approval from the Contest Director (Solo or Team). This includes any temporary tattoo, paint, and/or writing on the body with a Sharpie, etc. Failure to
deduction/infraction
High School Team
Jewelry asthe
a part
of aapproval
costumeprocess
is allowed.
complete
online
by the due date will result in a penalty.
from total score
College Team
Acceptable jewelry includes: pierced ears in earlobes only (no cartilage earrings, gauges, etc.), clip earrings, chokers without dangling pendants, hair accessories.
Unacceptable jewelry: Necklaces, dangling earrings, hoop earrings (including ear, eye, brow, nose, etc.), piercings in any area other than the ear lobe (cartilage of
the ear, belly, tongue, eyebrow, nose, etc.) Every effort must be made to remove these piercings. If they cannot be removed without causing physical pain, they
must be taped over with a flesh-toned band aid. Flesh or clear plugs may be inserted once piercings have been removed.
Recommendation (not a penalty) if choreography includes hands on the floor (headstands, cartwheels, etc.) to have grippers on the gloves (hand bell gloves are a
suggestion), practice with the gloves, or consider a gauntlet style glove. Gloves are acceptable and are a part of costumes, we make these recommendations to
ensure the safety of the athletes.

5 point
deduction/infraction
from total score

page 5

Solos
High School Team
College

Solos
recommendation only,
High School Team
no penalty
College Team

Dancers may perform barefoot. Foot covering must be worn at all times except in performance area.

10 point deduction
from total score

Solos
High School Team
College Team

Tights are required

Tights are required for all female performers. Tights are required with all costumes except when full length jazz pants/pants are being worn by female dancers. It is
strongly suggested tights are worn under all costumes for a seamless, clean look (i.e. no underwear lines). Bottoms over tights are required in addition to any
undergarments (i.e. bloomers, spandex under a skirt). A penalty will be assessed for any female dancer not wearing tights or appropriate coverage over 10 point deduction
the tights.
from total score
Male dancers are not required to wear tights; the decision on whether or not to wear tights is up to the comfort and discretion of the dancer and their coach. A
penalty will not be assessed if a male dancer is not wearing tights.

Solos
High School Team
College Team

Bare Midriff

Appropriate costuming is required. Bare midriffs and sports-bra styling are not allowed. The midriff is the area from the armpits down to the waist/side seam to side
10 point deduction
seam in front must be covered. A secure fabric inset or body tight is required if any area of the midriff is exposed. Costumes with open backs are acceptable as long
from total score
as no area of the midriff defined above is exposed.

Shirtless Male Performer

Male performers may not perform shirtless.

Prohibited Footwear

Character shoes are allowed as long as the soles and heels of the shoes are rubber/non-marking. We recommend a 1” – 1.5” heel for the safety of performers.
None of these types of shoes will be allowed on the performance floor: tap shoes, pointe shoes, roller blades, roller skates, cowboy boots or black tuxedo shoes.
Skateboards or shoes with wheels will not be allowed. All black-soled shoes should be checked to make sure they do not make black marks on the floor. If a pair of
shoes are worn during a performance and create marks on the floor, the routine could be stopped to prevent further damage to the floor.
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Solos
High School Team
College Team
Solos
5 point deduction from
High School Team
total score
College Team
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PROPS/BACKDROP RULES
2022-2023 ISDTA RULES
Prop/Backdrop Approvals
No Props or Backdrops
Allowed in Certain
Categories

RULE

PENALTY

Solos
High School Team

All prop and backdrops must be pre-approved by the contest director. Request for approvals need to be submitted online at www.isdta.net by the designated due
date prior to each competition.
In the categories listed below, backdrops and additional props cannot be used during the routine. Staging the routine is not allowed. A penalty will be assessed if
this occurs. Categories: Pom, Jazz, Hip Hop, Lyrical, Contemporary, Kick, and Military.
A costume accessory such as a hood, hat, glove, goggles, handkerchiefs or scarf can be maneuvered within a routine but the movement should be very limited - it
will be up to the judges to determine if the routine has enough scoresheet content for the category entered.

APPLIES TO

15 point deduction
from total score

High School Team
College Team

After the contest schedule is announced, you need to determine which venue(s) to unload your large props/backdrops. It is important you unload at the correct
location. It is strongly encouraged teams remove their large props and backdrops from the venue following their performance.

Prop/Backdrop Unloading
Wells Fargo Arena: unload at the Northeast doors off 2nd street. Props and backdrops will be stored in the hallways on the lower level of the arena.
Areas

High School Team

Hy-Vee Hall: loading docks located at the west side of Hy-Vee Hall off of Center Street. Props and backdrops will be stored along the back wall behind the black
performance curtain in the warm-up area.

Size of Backdrops and
Props
Maximum Height of a
Prop
Maximum Weight of a
Prop
Construction of Props
and/or Backdrops

Prop Safeguarding from
Damaging Floor

Props
U.S. Flag Courtesy

Maximum size 8' wide (deep) x 8' tall x 8' long. Only 8' long sections may enter the performance floor.
Multiple sections can be assembled on the performance floor to desired finished length. Finished height is maximum 8'.
Connected 8' sections are allowed to enter the floor.
Maximum height of a Prop to stand or sit on is 4’.

Oversized backdrops
Solos
and props are not
High School Team
permitted on the floor.
10 point deduction

Example: A chair or bench seat cannot exceed 4’, but the back of the chair or bench can be more than 4’ high. All props must be pre-approved prior to competition. from total score
All props should have proper padding on the bottom to prevent damage to the floor.

Overweight prop is not
permitted on floor
10 point
Not allowed for any routine: helium tanks, anything that creates fumes, spray cans of paint or glitter, glue fumes, fuel, electric generators, electricity, dry ice, confetti,
deduction/infraction
loose straw/hay (unless wrapped completely in plastic, water, etc.
from total score
150 pound weight-limit for any staging props or backdrops. Overweight items will not be permitted on the floor.

All props (including flag poles and rifles) must be safeguarded from damaging the floor by having padded tips on poles and carpet padded strips on props. Batons
are not permitted.
10 point
Props with soft rubber tips and soft inflatable tires are allowed (non-marking).
deduction/infraction
Props cannot be slid on performance floors.
from total score
No tapping of props on performance floors (i.e. drumsticks), no throwing of props onto the floor including confetti, powder, straw or water.
Use rollers that meet the wheel rule or lift any props/backdrops.
A Team Helper may remain behind a backdrop to keep it secure in the unexpected event of a malfunction or does not seem secure. However, they cannot handle
any props used within the routine or coach the team members in any way from behind the backdrop.
A ramp (4' wide) is provided at the entrance/exit of performance floors at team.
When using the United States flag in a routine, please adhere to the guidelines of the flag courtesy as outlined by VFW/American Legion. Contact your local chapter
for specific guidelines.

Solos
High School Team
Solos
High School Team
Solos
High School Team

Solos
High School Team

Solos
High School Team
Solos
High School Team

Allowed: Rubber-tire wheels filled with air (i.e. bike tires) are acceptable as long as they do not make black marks on the floor.

Wheel Rule Clarification

Not allowed: Hard caster wheels of any kind will not be allowed. Only air-filled rubber tires be allowed on the performance floor (basketball courts) for entrance, exit
and during the routine. All violating props or backdrops will not be allowed on the performance with caster wheels attached. All props/backdrops must be
safeguarded on the bottom with either carpet, felt or some type of fabric to avoiding damage to the basketball floor.

Fine for Floor Damage at There will be a minimum $100 fine for any damage to the floor of the Competition venues (Solos and Team) caused by any items: shoes, props, black marks and
scuffs, scratches, etc.
Venues
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15 point deduction
from total score

Solos
High School Team

$100 fine assessed

Solos
High School Team
College Team
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APPEALS PROCEDURE
1) All protests must filed with the Contest Director/Rules Judge within one hour of the performance.
Protests must be in writing and specifically state the rule they are protesting and give reasons they are
protesting. A protest can only be filed by a Director of a participating team who is also a member of
the Iowa State Dance/Drill Team Association. The protest cannot be on the rule itself, only the interpretation of the rule.
2) The Rules Judge will then call a meeting of the ISDTA’s Board of Directors within an hour of the
filing.
3) If the Rules Judge and the Board of Directors feel the protest is not valid, the Contest Director and
Rules Judge will report the results to the person filing the protest.
4) If the Contest Director and the Board of Directors feel the protest has foundation then they will
conduct a discussion in closed session and vote on the outcome of the protest. The Contest Director
and Rules Judge will then report the results to the director filing the protest.
5) The findings shall be final.
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MUSIC & LIABILITY FORMS

2022-2023

ISDTA MUSIC GUIDELINES
revised June 25, 2021*

ISDTA complies with the Federal Music Copyright Laws as well as holds the proper licenses to host our
public events. Additionally, ISDTA holds an insurance policy for accidental copyright misusage.
ISDTA requires all competing and member schools to:
• Comply with Federal Music Copyright Laws
• Purchase ALL music for solos and team routines
• Retain receipts for proof of purchase from legitimate and legal sources (iTunes, Amazon, etc.)
• Not sell any portion of their music, whether it’s an edited mix or one song
• Complete the ISDTA Music Verification Process for all Soloists and Team routines in their school
account on www.isdta.net.
For legally purchased music being used for the educational and school purposes of dance
and color guard teams:
• Music can be edited for tempo and length
• Songs can be combined to your creative liking (re-arranging sections of music)
• Layered sound effects, voice-overs, etc. can be done
• Preferred Provider music is not required
• Editing licenses are not required
ISDTA Routine Length Requirements:
• Solos: 1:30 - 2:15 minutes. It is recommended your routine is 2:00.
• Team: (other than Show Production and Color Guard) 1:30 - 2:15 minutes. It is recommended
your routine is 2:00.
• Show Production: 3:00 - 5:00 minutes
• Color Guard: 1:30 - 3:00 minutes (team routines only)
Note: If schools plan to compete in other competitions sponsored by other companies, be sure to check
their music guidelines and requirements as they may differ from the ISDTA guidelines listed above.
*changes made based on the recent outcome of the Tresona v. Burbank High School (California) Show
Choir case. In the event laws or concerns change regarding the usage of music for dance and color
guard teams, ISDTA will re-evaluate and make adjustments as necessary.
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MUSIC VERIFICATION AND
PERMISSION & LIABILITY

Forms can be found at www.isdta.net in your school account.
FORMS DUE NOVEMBER 19
1. Coaches are required to provide the Permissions & Liability document (found online
under Competition Resources) to guardians of all participants prior to November 19.
2. Coaches need to make sure guardians receive, understand, and have no concerns about
the information provided in the document. NO SIGNATURES ARE REQUIRED.
3. Coach will certify steps one and two have been completed through their school’s online
account on www.isdta.net under Account History.
Process Steps:
1.

Go to www.isdta.net

2. Login to your account
3. Go to View Account History
4. Scroll down to “Music Verification and Permission & Liability” section
5. Click on current year’s event(s)
6. Complete Music Verification for all performances AND Permission & Liability
Any questions or concerns should be directed to Andrea Dana andrea@isdta.net
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MUSIC & LIABILITY FORMS

2022-2023

SOLO & TEAM MUSIC UPLOAD GUIDELINES
Form can be found at www.isdta.net under Competition Resources.
UPLOADS DUE NOVEMBER 14 - 18
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COMPETITION INFORMATION

2022-2023

WELLS FARGO ARENA
PERFORMANCE AREA #1

NOTE: For floor measurements, regulation 12’ circle is inside the 14’ Wolves center logo.

ACCESS TO FLOOR
FROM GRAND CONCOURSE
ACCESS TO FLOOR
FROM GRAND CONCOURSE
NE DOORS
SEC. 110 & 112
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community choice credit union
veterans auditorium
TEAM WARM-UP AREA
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2014-2015
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COMPETITION INFORMATION

2022-2023

TEAM & SPECTATOR INFORMATION
Competition Information for Spectators and Teams will be located on our
competition website www.isdtalive.com. Information that will be found
there will include: Advanced Ticket Sales, Live Stream, Apparel Ordering,
Photography Ordering, Digital File Ordering.
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COMPETITION INFORMATION

2022-2023

IOWA HIGH SCHOOL BEDS: ALPHABETICAL
2021-2022 Enrollments: Grades 9, 10, 11
Enrollment figures to be us ed for s ports clas s ifications for 2022-2023 s chool year
Ties in Enrollment: FIRST alphabetical goes in larger clas s for 2022-2023 s chool year
Enrollment numbers are provided by the Bas ic Educational Data Survey (BEDS) from the Iowa Department of Education

School Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

School Name
ACGC
ADM, Adel
AGWSR, Ackley
AHSTW, Avoca
Akron-Westfield
Albia
Alburnett
Algona
Alta-Aurelia
Ames
Anamosa
Ankeny
Ankeny Centennial
Ankeny Christian Academy
Aplington-Parkersburg
Ar-We-Va, Westside
Assumption, Davenport
Atlantic
Audubon
Ballard
Baxter
BCLUW, Conrad
Beckman Catholic, Dyersville
Bedford
Belle Plaine
Bellevue
Belmond-Klemme
Benton Community
Bettendorf
B-G-M, Brooklyn
Bishop Garrigan, Algona
Bishop Heelan Catholic, Sioux City
Bondurant-Farrar
Boone
Boyden-Hull
Boyer Valley, Dunlap
Burlington
Calamus-Wheatland
CAM, Anita
Camanche
Cardinal, Eldon
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Enrollment
163
460
146
168
148
283
168
364
161
1054
304
1337
1423
86
195
39
336
366
105
401
122
133
196
104
98
157
179
372
1150
122
99
404
563
527
166
100
800
102
119
237
209

ISDTA ORGANIZATION
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

2022-2023

Carlisle
Carroll
Cascade, Western Dubuque
Cedar Falls
Cedar Rapids, Jefferson
Cedar Rapids, Kennedy
Cedar Rapids, Washington
Cedar Valley Christian
Center Point-Urbana
Centerville
Central City
Central Decatur, Leon
Central DeWitt
Central Lee, Donnellson
Central Lyon, Rock Rapids
Central Springs
Central, Elkader
Chariton
Charles City
Cherokee, Washington
Clarinda
Clarion-Goldfield-Dows
Clarke, Osceola
Clarksville
Clayton Ridge, Guttenberg
Clear Creek-Amana
Clear Lake
Clinton
Colfax-Mingo
Collins-Maxwell
Colo-NESCO
Columbus Catholic, Waterloo
Columbus Community, Columbus Junction
Coon Rapids-Bayard
Council Bluffs, Abraham Lincoln
Council Bluffs, Thomas Jefferson
Creston
Crestwood, Cresco
Dallas Center-Grimes
Danville
Davenport, Central
Davenport, North
Davenport, West
Davis County, Bloomfield
Decorah
Denison-Schleswig
Denver
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556
404
187
1311
1189
1296
978
26
360
278
106
187
407
247
184
163
108
299
399
255
260
241
321
68
147
544
320
757
177
93
95
190
150
81
1031
903
416
305
738
152
1182
1022
1145
303
430
593
192

ISDTA ORGANIZATION
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

2022-2023

Des Moines Christian
Des Moines, East
Des Moines, Hoover
Des Moines, Lincoln
Des Moines, North
Des Moines, Roosevelt
Diagonal
Dike-New Hartford
Don Bosco, Gilbertville
Dowling Catholic, West Des Moines
Dubuque, Hempstead
Dubuque, Senior
Dunkerton
Durant
Eagle Grove
Earlham
East Buchanan, Winthrop
East Marshall, LeGrand
East Mills
East Sac County
East Union, Afton
Easton Valley
Eddyville-Blakesburg-Fremont
Edgewood-Colesburg
Emmetsburg
English Valleys, North English
Epworth, Western Dubuque
Essex
Estherville Lincoln Central
Exira Elk Horn-Kimballton
Fairfield
Forest City
Fort Dodge
Fort Madison
Fremont-Mills, Tabor
Garner-Hayfield-Ventura
Gehlen Catholic, LeMars
George-Little Rock
Gilbert
Gladbrook-Reinbeck
Glenwood
Glidden-Ralston
GMG, Garwin
Graettinger-Terril
Grand View Christian School
Greene County
Grinnell
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252
1502
681
1740
1040
1480
36
192
68
1030
1237
1078
99
171
239
134
147
186
119
198
114
112
200
103
208
94
721
52
302
89
372
254
799
411
105
234
112
102
400
114
430
61
117
78
148
281
340

ISDTA ORGANIZATION
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

2022-2023

Griswold
Grundy Center
Hampton-Dumont-CAL
Harlan Community
Harris-Lake Park
Hartley-Melvin-Sanborn
Heartland Christian
Highland, Riverside
Hillcrest Academy
Hinton
H-L-V, Victor
Holy Trinity Catholic, Fort Madison
Hudson
Humboldt
IKM-Manning
Independence
Indianola
Interstate 35, Truro
Iowa City, City High
Iowa City, Liberty
Iowa City, West
Iowa Falls-Alden
Iowa School for the Deaf
Iowa Valley, Marengo
Isaac Newton Christian Academy
Janesville
Jesup
Johnston
Kee, Lansing
Keokuk
Keota
Kingsley-Pierson
Knoxville
Kuemper Catholic, Carroll
Lake Mills
Lamoni
Lawton-Bronson
LeMars
Lenox
Lewis Central
Linn-Mar, Marion
Lisbon
Logan-Magnolia
Lone Tree
Louisa-Muscatine
Lynnville-Sully
Madrid
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99
169
344
357
79
164
34
130
42
184
65
49
180
374
157
375
825
200
1154
861
1096
318
26
121
29
86
220
1752
72
432
71
107
393
221
167
74
157
539
107
674
1733
154
139
101
190
123
158

ISDTA ORGANIZATION
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

2022-2023

Maharishi, Fairfield
Manson Northwest Webster
Maquoketa
Maquoketa Valley, Delhi
Marion
Marquette Catholic, Bellevue
Marshalltown
Martensdale-St Marys
Mason City
Mediapolis
Melcher-Dallas
Meskwaki Settlement School
MFL MarMac
Midland, Wyoming
Mid-Prairie, Wellman
Missouri Valley
MMCRU
MOC-Floyd Valley
Montezuma
Monticello
Moravia
Mormon Trail, Garden Grove
Morning Star Academy, Bettendorf
Moulton-Udell
Mount Ayr
Mount Pleasant
Mount Vernon
Murray
Muscatine
MVAOCOU
Nashua-Plainfield
Nevada
New Hampton
New London
Newell-Fonda
Newman Catholic, Mason City
Newton
Nodaway Valley
North Butler, Greene
North Cedar, Stanwood
North Fayette Valley
North Iowa Christian School
North Iowa, Buffalo Center
North Linn, Troy Mills
North Mahaska, New Sharon
North Polk, Alleman
North Scott, Eldridge
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28
186
401
141
530
41
1132
130
761
210
73
43
187
129
284
178
155
360
113
269
107
50
29
36
152
438
342
64
1132
219
127
360
272
126
129
144
664
146
144
144
249
23
89
121
146
467
786

ISDTA ORGANIZATION
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276

2022-2023

North Tama, Traer
North Union
Northeast, Goose Lake
Northwest, Waukee
Northwood-Kensett
Norwalk
Notre Dame, Burlington
OABCIG
Oelwein
Ogden
Okoboji, Milford
Orient-Macksburg
Osage
Oskaloosa
Ottumwa
Ottumwa Christian School
Panorama, Panora
Paton-Churdan
PCM
Pekin
Pella
Pella Christian
Perry
Pleasant Valley
Pleasantville
Pocahontas Area
Postville
Prairie, Cedar Rapids
Prince of Peace Catholic, Clinton
Red Oak
Regina, Iowa City
Riceville
Ridge View
River Valley, Correctionville
Rivermont Collegiate, Bettendorf
Riverside, Oakland
Rock Valley
Rockford
Roland-Story, Story City
Ruthven-Ayrshire
Saint Ansgar
Saydel
Scattergood Friends
Sergeant Bluff-Luton
Seymour
Sheldon
Shenandoah
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103
159
225
1372
115
780
97
244
266
172
270
31
226
439
1071
11
168
38
268
148
558
200
433
1264
172
207
168
1334
40
258
156
80
183
78
41
140
228
95
270
36
124
323
20
393
60
262
240

ISDTA ORGANIZATION
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323

2022-2023

Sibley-Ocheyedan
Sidney
Sigourney
Sioux Center
Sioux Central, Sioux Rapids
Sioux City, East
Sioux City, North
Sioux City, West
Siouxland Christian
Solon
South Central Calhoun
South Hamilton, Jewell
South Hardin
South O'Brien, Paullina
South Page, College Springs
South Tama County, Tama
South Winneshiek, Calmar
Southeast Polk
Southeast Valley, Gowrie
Southeast Warren, Liberty Center
Southwest Valley
Spencer
Spirit Lake
Springville
St. Albert, Council Bluffs
St. Edmond, Fort Dodge
St. Mary's, Remsen
St. Mary's, Storm Lake
Stanton
Starmont
Storm Lake
Sumner-Fredericksburg
Tipton
Treynor
Tri-Center, Neola
Tri-County, Thornburg
Trinity Christian
Tripoli
Turkey Valley, Jackson Junction
Twin Cedars, Bussey
Underwood
Union, LaPorte City
Unity Christian, Orange City
Urbandale
Valley Lutheran, Cedar Falls
Valley, West Des Moines
Van Buren County
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183
129
124
363
183
1106
1230
981
73
349
186
155
178
139
32
337
162
1801
252
130
164
559
309
92
121
122
52
45
66
147
550
202
227
195
143
56
64
87
95
83
188
227
228
977
41
2271
190

ISDTA ORGANIZATION
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364

2022-2023

Van Meter
Vinton-Shellsburg
WACO, Wayland
Wahlert, Dubuque
Wapello
Wapsie Valley, Fairbank
Washington
Waterloo Christian School
Waterloo, East
Waterloo, West
Waukee
Waukon
Waverly-Shell Rock
Wayne, Corydon
Webster City
West Bend-Mallard
West Branch
West Burlington
West Central Valley, Stuart
West Central, Maynard
West Delaware, Manchester
West Fork, Sheffield
West Hancock, Britt
West Harrison, Mondamin
West Liberty
West Lyon, Inwood
West Marshall, State Center
West Monona, Onawa
West Sioux, Hawarden
Western Christian, Hull
Westwood, Sloan
Whiting
Williamsburg
Wilton
Winfield-Mt. Union
Winterset
Woodbine
Woodbury Central, Moville
Woodward Academy
Woodward-Granger
Xavier, Cedar Rapids

227
334
120
330
139
157
363
34
831
1348
1245
286
596
121
447
95
172
226
196
66
373
147
123
60
271
236
251
153
199
213
146
51
307
204
96
424
95
135
88
178
441
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